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I. INTRODUCTION

!

l

i
1d- I .' A Need for This Proiect

, The'need that~this project addresses can be succinctly stated as ;follows.
,

1This report, prepared to assist policy-level
decision-makers, evaluates the extent to addb:h !each category-of external-initiators PRA
methodology produces reliable and useful results -and insights, at its current state-of-the-art '

level. '

i
~

' I.B Backaround-

The discipline of probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) has become so..' mature in recent years that it is now being used routinely to- )
assist. decision-making throughout the nuclear industry. This !

includes decision-making-that affects design, construction, ;
- operationi maintenance, and-regulation. Unfortunately, not all i

sub-areas 5within the larger discipline of PRA are equally' !

" mature", and-therefore the many different types of engineering
- insights from PRA are'not all equally reliable. ,

In particular, the sub-discipline of arternal-initiator'PRA
. analysis is relatively less nature and less reliable than the
corresponding internal-initiators analysis. This is due predomi-
nantly to four causes:

first,. external-initiator analysis began in a serious
|

,o-

way'only about 1980, more'than a half-decade after the
,

first internal-initiators analysis of WASH-1400, and !
there are fewer full-scope external-initiator PRAs
available, especially for external flooding and extreme
winds --- as a consequence the methods are less nature;

o second, large uncertainties in certain aspects of
external-initiators analysis lead to poorer numerical H

accuracy in the " bottom-line" core-damage and risk lresults;
i

1
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o third, compared to internal-initiator analysis the
"

number of practitioners is fewer, and the number of )
full-scope PRAs that include external initiators also ,

fewer,Lso there is less opportunity for a broader j

community to have digested and re-digested the methods, '

models,' data, and results --- this.is true~for both the
hazard. analysis methods and the fragility-analysisy
methods;

e

*

o fourth, problems continue to exist with some components
of the methodologies used. These problems occur in
analysis of every area, incidding. analysis of earth- ,

quakes, internal fires, extreme winds, external floods, :

and transnortation accidents.
-r

Up until the last couple of years, these-relative weaknesses in
external-initiator'PRA made'many decision-makers, in both
. industry and the NRC, reluctant to use external-initiator PRA >

results.- This was true-despite several papers and reports
pointing out that many features of the methodology were. reason-
ably mature (Ref. NRC, 1983; Budnitz, 1984; NRC, 1984; Budnitz, |

1986;-Budnitz, 1987). The external-initiator analyses had '

developed a " bad reputation" in some quarters --- they were-

considered too uncertain, or too conservative, or supported by
too little solid data to be of much use.

Recently, however, this picture has begun to change. There are
several signs of this change:

Almost all new full-scope PRAs accomplished with
.

o
L utility support in recent years have included external-

initiators as an integral part. !

o The draft of NUREG-1150 (Ref. NRC, 1987) was criticized
for omitting external-initiators (Ref. Kastenberg, 1

'

1988; LeSage, 1988), and to address this criticism the
final version of NUREG-1150 includes external-initiator iL

L analysis of two plants,

Even though the IPEs (Individual Plant Evaluations) for io
external initiators will only be required at a.later
stage (Ref NRC/IPE GL, 1988), the NRC's proposed
approach to resolving the " severe accident" issue for
existing plants recognizes that external initiators
must have an equal footing with internal initiators ,

(Ref. NRC/SECY-88-147, 1988).

The NRC's evolving policy for the regulation ofo 'advanced designs seems to be headed toward recognizing
that external initiators should~be considered on an
equal footing (Ref. NRC Public Meeting on Future Reac-
tors, 1988).

I-2
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Despite this evolving change in how external-initiators PRAs are
viewed, the' fact is that all too many decision-makers continue to
believe that external-initiator PRA results are too uncertain to
be of.much use.. This opinion is prominent even among decision-

|makers who have now broadly accepted the usefulness of PRA -

methods more generally --- meaning PRAs based on internal-ini-
n tietor analysis.

1This project will assist decision-makers in understanding both i

the benefits and the limitations of external-initiator PRA. The |project objective, stated next, addresses this point directly. '

I.C Obiective
!

The project's objective is, for each external-initiator category
separately, to evaluate the reliability and usefulness of the
insichts available. Specifically, the evaluation addresses
whether the results and insights emerging from current analyses
are reliable and useful, and why --- and if not, why not.

I.D Catecories of External Initiators

The five categories of ' external initiators' examined here are
the following:

o earthquakes
o internal fires -

o external floods
o extreme winds
o transportation accidents.

Internal fires are probably mis-categorized.as " external ini-
tiators", since unlike the other categories of. initiators that
arise outside the plant, internal fires begin within the plant.
Their mis-categorization is strictly an artifact of the history
of-PRA --- specifically, the " external initiators" category seems
to have arisen historically to describe the class of common-cause
initiators not considered in WASH-1400, the first PRA.

Jaf% The Audience for This Reoort

The audience for this report is coliev-level decigion-makers in
the nuclear industry, the government (NRC, DOE, Congress, OMB,
etc.), and the general public.

Unfortunately, the limitations that continue to exist in the )
external-initiator methodologies have convinced many safety |

I-3 |
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decision-makers'that the' insights available are not reliable and
therefore not useful. .Often, these' decision-makers. decide to ,

'

give little or no-weight to the results obtained, even though
externally-initiated accident sequences typically account for 10% ,

to-30% of the total core-damage frequency in most recent full-
! scope PRAs. A.few recent items attest to this strong negative
attitude:

i

o At a recent (August, 1987) NRC-sponsored symposium'in
Annapolis on the subject of external initiators, the
IDCOR representative stated that external-initiators ;

analysis of existing plants, in the context of the IPE,
was not necessary, or at least of sufficiently low
priority to justify being left out of the IPEs all

,

together (Ref. LLNL/ Annapolis , 1987) . This opinion is !

apparently shared by many in the industry, although a :

gradual shift is underway.
.

'

o The recent NRC IPE (Individual Plant Evaluations)
generic letter (Ref/ NRC/IPE GL, 1988) requires ,

examining only internal initiators, and states that 'r

external-initiator IPE evaluationc will be required
only sometime later.

o- The number of papers on external initiators at the
recent PSA'89-international conference in Pittsburgh
.(Ref. PSA'89/Pittsburgh, 1989) was only about 4% of the
total, all in only one session,

o In the key opening session of PSA'87 in Zurich (Ref.
PSA'87/ Zurich,J1987), in'which top regulators from all
of the' principal countries-spoke, there was no mention
of external initiators. In the question-and-answer I

period, in response to a direct question from Dr i

Budnitz, one top regulator stated that in his opinion |
'the concern for external-initiator accidents was

overstated, and the other top regulators on the panel J

seemed to agree fully.*

|Recently, NRC has increased its attention to the.overall issue of
.how external initiators should be regulated. The most visible
manifestation of.this is the appointment (December, 1987) of the |

That particular regulator stated that in his opinion, if*

,
someone walked in the back door of the lecture hall with the
news that a core-damage accident had just occurred somewhere
in the world, the last thing that would come to his mind
would be that it might have been caused by an external
initiator! If external initiators truly represent from 10%
to 30% of core-damage frequencies at large LWRs, this
opinion is ill-founded indeed.

I-4 |
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" External Events Steering Group", whose charter includes provid-
ing an integrated approach to resolving a wide variety of current
regulatory issues related to external initiators (Ref. NRC/EESG,
1987). The establishment of the EESG is a major step forward for
NRC: if a set of integrated approaches to resolving the various
issues can be developed it will surely be a major accomplishment.

~

Unfortunately, the underlying problem remains: all too many
utility decision-makers, and all too many NRC regulatory staffers
and other key decision-makers, still don't understand that these
initiators can be very important, and still discount the insights
available from PRA-type analysis.

I.F Technical Acoroach of this Study

It is important to note that this paper is D21 intended to be an
-

in-depth technical review of the subject matter, but rather an
in-depth evaluation of the reliability and usefulness of the
results and insights from external-initiator PRA.

The technical approach builds on recent work accomplished under '

NRC support at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. LLNL
Report NUREG/CR-5042, by C.Y. Kimura, R.J. Budnitz, and P.G.
Prassinos (Ref. Kimura gt al., 1987), provided a brief examina-
tion of each of the important external initiator categories from
the perspective of their-risk significance and what has been
learned about them from various PRAs. The initiator categories
covered in NUREG/CR-5042 are the same five that are evaluated in
this: project: earthquakes, internal fires, external flooding,
extreme winds, and transportation accidents. This LLNL work
provides the basis for the current project, along with Sandia's
- recently completed " Fire Risk Scoping Study" (Ref. Sandia/ Fire '

Risk Scoping Study, 1988).

The technical aooroach here is to nerform a more in-denth
evaluation of what is known about external initiators. Each
initiator is examined separately. The thrust is to identify and
describe the principal aspects of the current state-of-the-art
PRA methodology, what aspects are more robust and therefore
provide the most reliable insights, what aspects are less robust
and therefore provide less reliable insights, and why.

The product of the study is intended to be an evaluation of the
PRA methodology for each external-initiator category. The
evaluation concentrates on the sub-methodologies for each
initiator (for example, for earthquakes these would be the hazard
methodology, the response methodology, and the systems methodo-
logy), and on how these sub-methodologies are combined together
to provide overall PRA results and insights.

Although the various sub-methodologies are all being used today

I-5
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to perform PRA analyses, the evaluation reveals important
limitations in aspects of many of them. Some of those limita-
tions can be reduced or eliminated through performing trial
analyses and sensitivity studies to gain further understanding.
In other cases, reducing the limitations will require physical
experimentation, extensive data-gathering, the building and
testing of a complex computer-based phenomenological model, and
so on.

I.G Definition of Terms

The terms " reliability", "usefulness", and " uncertainty" are used
often in this report. These are all different, as follows:

The reliability of a PRA result describes how robust it is in the
face of methodological approximations and incomplete underlying
data. The concept is that a decision-maker can " rely" on the
validity of the result if it is robust despite the shortcomings.

The usefulness of a PRA result describes how much use a safety
decision-maker can make of it. In plain English, some results
are simply more useful than others. Thus, it might be only
moderately useful to identify a particular vulnerability oer se,
but much more useful to identify an easy remedy within the PRA
analysis --- for example, a remedy involving a minor procedural
change that, through PRA methods, can be shown to reduce one
component of the core-damage frequency by several orders of
magnitude. In this sense, intermediate PRA results (such as the
results of an extreme-wind hazard analysis) tend to be less
useful than final or bottom-line results, or of identified
vulnerabilities in components or system configurations.

The uncertainty in a PRA result usually describes the Dumerical
uncertainty in the result, but it could also describe a modelina
uncertainty (such as an "either-or" uncertainty about whether a
phenomenon actually occurs) or an aonlicability uncertainty (such
as whether the underlying data used actually apply to the case
being studied). One example of applicability uncertainty would
be the common situation that no site-specific data for extreme
flooding may exist, and the applicability of similar data at a
different site may be suspect.

I-6
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II. INTERNAL FIDER

II.A Emmaarv Evaluatlam

Because anclear power plant PRAs have of ten identifled accident
sequences leltlated by laternal fires as among the laportant
contributors to core damage frequency, the analysis of fires cannot
be negleeted as a part of external Isillators PRA. Fortunately, the
PRA analysis can be accomplished la stages, begleslag with a
screeslag stage to reduce the scope to a few critical locations for
which a full scope analysis is required.

This summary will preside as o,erslew evaluatles of the reliability
and usefulness of the PRA methodology for studylag laternal fires.
The mais text below will support its summary statements.

1) How reliable and maeful is the methodatoer for identifvlan and
screemine metential fire locatlems?

This Isillal identification ohd screenlos methodology can be com-
petently accomplished malsg guldance that is restlwely atallable la
the fire PRA literature. Generally, uncertalaties arlslag from this
aspect are not a major contributor to overall uncertalaty in the
analysis. This is especially true lasofar as this step tends to be
accomplished uslag conservatlte screenlag criteria.

2) How reliable and manful la the methodninev for maalvalma the
freauency of fire f altlatlam in each fire location?

The existleg nuclear plant fire data base providen a shed startleg
pelat for the determination of these fire leltletion frequencies.
Because of the nature of the data base, the osalyst must adapt or
modify it for each speelfic configurstles. There are different
approaches to deal with this aspect. Of ten, considerable expert
judg;aest is le*oltsd.

E,cs though expert judgment is an important element, this aspect
of the fire PRA methodology is now nature, variations of it hasing
been used in over two dozen ladividual analyses. Of course,
aumerical uncertalaties continue to exist, and these can amount to
factors of, say, plus or-minus three or sometimes more for an
laditidual initiatles frequency. Nevertheless, when the macertain-
ties are accounted for properly, the reliability and usefulness of the
results of this sub methodology are high.

11 1
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3) liow reliable and useful is the methodolorv for analtrine fire
growth and scread and barrier adeauner?

[ Ire erowth calculatlons: The analytical capabilities used in modern
PRAs are limited to only a few configurations, in almost all fire
PRAs to date, the COhtPBRN code has been used. The original
code has been modified twice, the most recent sersion being
CObtPBRN 111. The code was deseloped to calculate scenarlos
insoliing an oil fire beneath cable trays. The objectlie is to

predlet the time elapsed before the fire will damage or Ignite the
cab!!ng or other critical equipment. The COhtPBRN algorithms were
selected originally for simplicity of use, and they employ approxi-
mations that are known to be adequate in only some configurations.

Seseral technical issues are still not analyzed as well as is needed,
howes er. Sandia's recent Fire Risk Scoping Study discusses these
thoroughly. Esen though COh1PURN seems to ha$e seieral limits-
tions, the code has been of major benefit to analysts in under.
standing fire growth as a function of time for sescral crucial
configurations (in particular for cabling). Although new and better
codes are definitely needed to address some of the issues not well
cosered, it is fair to conclude that the asallable COhlPilRN code
can protide reasonable quantitatise results on the time for fire
growth, ;prend, and damage in a number of key analysis situations,
crosided uneettaintles (often larec) are accounted for and [ht
results not taken too IIterally.

Barrier adeaunev: The usual assumption made in PR A analysis is
that fire barriers with a. ;pecific code rating (such as a 3 hour
barrier) will the up to ths i time rating fully. The Sandla Fire
Risk Scoping Study diseg4 4 some test etidence to the contrary
but the situation is inconcluslie, so the report recommends research
to ingestigate this issue. This issue is still open. Significant
barrier f ailure probability would haic a major impact on calculated
core-damage frequencies. The probability of barrier f ailure needs
to be kept down in the 1% range or lower for the core-damage
frequency to be acceptably small from this issue,

it is concluded that at present the assumption of f.n11 barrier
adequacy is In partial doubt, although most barriers are undoubtedly
adequate for their ratings. Concerning the PR A methodology, we
conclude that it is fully capable of dealing with an assumed non-
zero barrier f ailure probability.

4) llow reliable and neful 15 the methodolocv for gnalvrInc the
effectlieness of fire detection and sunnression?

Three Indisidual issues will be evaluated separately heret

Detection and Alarm: Analysts of ten utillre the judgment of an
experienced fire engineer to quantify the distributton of detection
and alarm times for each specific scenarlo; the judgments, in turn,

11 2
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are based on a data base for both automatic and human detection
capabilities. As a rule, the time distributies for detection is known
quite well for spaces equipped with automatic detectors, while the
distributies is broader (known lets well) for humas detection except
for continuously occupied rooms such as the male control room.
Although the process is esuelly heavily judgmental, the analysis
itself can be quite reliable.

Automatic Smanreaalnar' The data base supporting this part of the
analysis is excelleet, and an experienced analyst's results for this
aspect should be very reliable.

Manual Emmarenslant Manual suppression can be either by as
ladividual who is already occupylag the room of fire origin, or by a
fire brigade (formal or leformal) responding to as alarm. There are
several time durations latolted, to be assessed ledividually and
added up: the time from the alarm to the arrival of personnel la
the room of fire origin, followed by the time duration to fled the
fire, the time duration to apply fire suppressloa agents, and floally
the time duration until the fire is controlled or extleguished, la a
full scope analysis each time duration la represented by a distribu-
tion. Some PRAs have used a fault tree to work out the failure of
manual suppresslos.

In general the time durations can each be deteralmed reasonably
well. However, the distributlos of the eterall assessed duration

i

from alarm to suppression can be quite broad because it is a
costolution of several latermediate durations taken together.

5) How reliable and useful la the methodolony for annessine
commonent fraallity and the arobabilitt of "f allure *?

The definition of ' failure' differs from component to component.
Usually, this definition is embedded in the fire growth and spread
code.

For cabiles, separate temperature thresholds for lasulatlos burning
and damage are usually used, although they are not katha very
well. For smaller fires or fires at some distance from the cabi!as,
the sensititity can be great. A time at temperature uodel for
cable damage would la prlaciple be sa leprovement, but has not
often been used, la part because the added precislom is thought not
to be worth the extra effort la light of other unknowes la the
analysis. For electrical cableets, the entirely reasonable assumplica
is usually made that a cableet fire will destroy all equipment within
it unless promptly extleguished.

A few lasses are not well enough understood, sad therefore not
W well enough treated, la current fire PRAs. Among these are

ladirect or secondary effects such as the effects of smoke, low-
level thermal exposures, and lateractions among smoke, corrostie
gases, water, and steam.

11 3
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la general, and despite the above, the methodological problems with
assesslag composest fragility and the probability of component
*fallure" are generally withis the capability of fire analysts.

6) How rettable and manful la the methadataev far identif tlam fire
laltlatine events ?

The basle task here La to identify how each postulated fire eas
cause as *laltlatles event" (males the standard PRA deflaition of
that ters). The effort levolves compting the fire analysis with
event trees alallar to those ased la the traditional PRA systems
analysis. Generally, tble part of the analysis is straightforward and
quite reliable.

Conclusloss about two other issues will be summarised here:

o seismie-taltlated fires: This issue is covered la t.ce detall la
the section on seismic laltlated accident analyt,ls. A summary
of the flading la the other section is that methods to identify
seismic laitiated fires do exist and should be reasonably
robust. This type of analysis has not been attempted la sa)
full scope PRA, but it seems to be a straightforward extensloa
of existleg methodologies and should not be difficult to ac-
complish.

o Accidents aristne from landiertent actumilan of fire ammares-
alon emulament: This lasse has never been studied is detall,
and there is so existing methodology, so it is not known
whether its contributions to overall plant risk are minor, or
major, or la between. Presumably, an analysis would require
data om how suppresslos agents (water, various gases) affect
equipment, especially electrical equipment.

7) How reliable and usef ul la the PRA avstems analvsla methadalaev
for fires?

The objectlie of the systems analysis methotology is to calculate,
for various acenarios, the probability of core damage. The fire
systems analysis methodology is, la its basic outilse, a variant of
the type of systems analysis that la now a well developed, nature
FRA discipline. While certals issues must be specially treated,
locluding especially the issue of control systems lateractions, every
aspect of the methodology is fully within the routlee tapability of
PRA analysts. Therefore, we conclude that any competent PRA
systems analyst can perform this work, with little special tralelas
and only the minimal guldance that is readily available and easily
learned. .

I

The lasue of control system lateractions lavolves the possibility
that a fire alght damage control systems, lectedlag possibly a fire
la a slagte electrical cabinet, and thereby prevent control of safe.
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shutdows equipment from both the mais control room and the
remote shutdown panel. While the basic systems analysis methodo-
logy for perforslag such a calculaties exists, no thorough analysis
has been done and the potential sigolficance of this lasse remales
unclear.

3) How reliable and maeful la the methodolomv for analvalan alant,
i

ressamme and affalte relemmes and conaeauemees for fires?

The methodology is, is, its basic out!!se, identical to the type of '

level 2 and level 3 analysis that is now a well developed, nature
PRA discipline. The methods and data used are slallar or identical.

iWe conclude that any competent PRA level 2/ level 3 enalysis team I

can perform this work, with no special tralaing. Gives a posts. '

lated core damage accident, the conditional probability of radio.
active releases can be reliably determined and the consequences j
calculated. '

9) How reliable and aneful are 'battom Ilme ammbers* fogam |

damane freauency and offsite risk med the kev risk Inslahts?

The sumerical uncertalaties in the bottowllme results can be large
(plus.or alous as order of megaltude or more would not be um.

| common). This is due to several factors la the earlous sub.
methodologies, and the sources of uncertalsty will differ from onei

i plans to another. Despite the numerically large uncertalaties, these ;
,

uncertaistles should generally not letalidate the key Intights .

concerning potential fire related tuleerabilities. These lasights
intolte the identification of specific locations where fire f altiatlos
is likely, specific equipment that is susceptible to damage, fire ;
harriers whose sfiectliemess needs reetaluatlom, fire brigade ;

tralales and access improtements, automatic or manual suppression "

ca.nabilities, and so on.

One of the major lessoas from fire FRAs is that as lategrated
examination of the plant, by a team lacluding both fire englaters
and systems englaters, can be of major benefit la identifylag >

lssues that seither type of expert could find alone. Another
major benefit is that as lategrated examination of fire in the e

ggttle rt of the rest of the Blant's safety functions and 811tems is
>

| crucial and PRA analysis can accomplish this lategrated---

| examinarlon very well, ,

l .

.

1
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II.B Introduction f,

Smal3 internal fires are a common occurrence at nuclear power
stations: several occur each year, and it is widely recognized
that there is always the potential for a minor fire to grow,
spread, and damage crucial safety equipment. Fortunately, up to ;

now the design and operational practices have been sufficient to ;

keep the potential from becoming a reality. Also, significant ,'research work has occurred in recent years, sc that today there
is a widely-used methodology for probabilistically analyzing,

potential fire-initiated accident sequences at nuclear power-i
r

plants.

As discussed in the introductory chapter, this paper is D21 !

intended to be an in-depth technical review of the subject i

matter, but rather an in-depth evaluatip.D of the reliability and '

usefulness of the results and insights from these analyses.

The technical approach here, which builds on recent work accom-
plichtd under NRC support at Lawrence Livermore National-Labora-
tory (Ref. Kimura & Budnitz, 1987), is to perform a mcre in-
depth evaluation. The thrust in to identify and describe the
principal aspects of the current state-of-the-art PRA methodo-
logy, what aspects are more robust and therefore provide the most ,

rollable insights, what aspects are less robust and therefore >

provide loss reliable insights, and why. ,

This study will concentrate on the sub-methodologies and on how
these sub-methodologies are combined together to provide overall
PRA results and insights. There is a significant amount of
guidance in the literature on-the methods for performing fire
PRAs, which can be referred to for more details (Ref. Fleming, ,

*

1979; Gallucci, 1980; Kazarians & Apostolakis, 1981; NRC, 1983;
Brookhaven, 1985; Kazarians, Siu, & Apostolakis, 1985; Bohn &
I,ambright , 1988; Sandia, 1988). ,

:

II.C Descrintion of the Methodoloav .

The overall methodology for probabilistic evaluation of internal
fires consists of eight sub-methodologies, which are combined
together. (of course, the division into these eight sub-methodo-
logies is quite arbitrary. Some analysts use a different
division.)- The eight sub-methodologies to be discussed here are:

the methodology for identifyina and screenina potentialo
fire locations

o the methodology for analyzing the frecuency of fire
initiation in each fire location

II - 6
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o the methodology for analyzing fire arowth and screa_d,
including barrier adequacy

o the methodology for analyzing the effectiveness of
detection and sueeression

o the methodology for assessing component fraallity and
the probability of component " failure"

o the methodology for identifying fire initiatina events

o the PRA systems-analysis methodology

o the PRA methodology for analyzing plant response and
offsite releases and conseeuences.

No firo at any nuclear power plant has been sufficiently damaging
to cause a core-damage accident, although the Browns Ferry fire
in 1975 was a very serious event, possibly a "near miss" depend-
ing on how one defines that term. Even including the event at
Browns Ferry, the experience with fire-initiated accidents taken
as a whole is not sufficient to provide information for the
analysis discussed here. The frequency of fire-initiated core
dar. age can only be determined from calculations using data and
tests coupled with models of what might occur in extremely
unlikely situations.

II.D Evaluation of the Various Sub-MethodoloastA
In the next sub-sections, we will discuss and' evaluate each of
the eight sub-methodologies in turn.

II.D.1 Evaluation of the nethodoloav for identifyina and
screenina notential fire locations 6

Descriotion of the Methodolouv: The purpose of this initial step ,

is to develop an inclusive list of all the fire locations in the ;

plant, and then to screen out those for which the potential for a
fire to cause a core-damage event is considered minor. Usually, |

| this step begins with the fire areas and fire zones delineated in
L the plant's safety analysis report, but often these zones and ;

areas must be modified and/or subdivided, since fire zone '

boundaries in the SAR may not be suited for this analysis. In
; practice, this sub-methodology begins with paper screening, uses
| a plant walkdown to gather information, and ends with a list of
' locations carried forward for further analysis.

.There are eight typer of areas normally considered in this type
of analysis:- the control room, cable spreading rooms, diesel- '

generator rooms,-the reactor building, the turbine building, the
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auxiliary building, electrical switchgear rooms, and battery
rooms. of course, some plants do not have separate buildings or
rooms that fit each of these categories.

The identification and screening work usually employs a screening
criterion that narrows the emphasis to locations where multiple
equipment could be compromised by a single fire, in particular
several trains of redundant equipment. Usually, all equipment
related to electrical distribution and power conversion are
included, since these support functions are so important. A key

aspect of this initial step is examination of cable routing for
control, instrumentation, and power cables. sometimes this can
be very time consuming, especially for support-system cabling.

Because of the possible adverse effects of suppression systems,
such as water damage, in the initial screening step there adverse
effects are assumed as given. In the later systems analysis, it
is necessary to examine each specific item of equipment in the
affected room for this issue.
For each location not screened out, it is necessary to identify
one or more fire scenarios to be carried forward for further
analysis. The scenarios involve specific equipment possibly
threatened, and including adjacent locations to which the fire
might spread. Because further analysis will be done, this aspect
of the fire methodology tends to be conservative and inclusive in
its screening.

Evaluation of the Methodoloav: This identification and screening
methodology can be competently accomplished using guidance that
is routinely available in the fire PRA literature. Today,
automated screening methods are available, using computer coding
by location, to identify rapidly and easily the co-location of
various equipment items by zone.

The key element in this work is the plant walkdown, which is one
of the most important parts of the entire fire-PRA analysis. The
walkdown provides specific information about configuration
details, spatial relationships, fire-spreading openings and
passageways, barriers, the transient-fuel situation, and so on.
The walkdown also identifies those few situations where zone-to-
zone barriers need to be given special attention by ths analyst.
Sometimes, the walkdown reveals that the original delineation
into zones and areas is not appropriate for the subsequent
analysis, so these must be modified.
Generally, this methodology is reliable, and uncertainties
arising from it are not a major contributor to overall uncertain-
ty in the analysis. This is especially true insofar as this step
is accomplished using conservative screening criteria.

II - B
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II.D.2 Evaluation of the methodoloav for analyzina the
frecuency of fire initiation in each fire location

Descriotion of the Methodoloav The objective of this aspect is
to determine the frequency per year of fires for each important
fire location carried forward from the initial identifica-tion / screening step. The data base used as a starting point is
usually taken from actual fires in nuclear power plants, and
today there are several data compilations available (Ref.
Kazarians & Apostolakis, 1982; Dungan & Lorenz, 1983; Wheelis,
1986). The principal fire types are in cabling, in electrical
cabinets, in lubricating oil within equipment, weldir.g fires, and -

fires from transient fuels such as trash and cleaning compounds.

of course, there are different ways to compile and display this
data base, but this isn't the central difficulty, which is that
the data base taken as a whole is often not directly applicable
to a specific fire location being studied, even when scaled by
floor area, which is one common approach to plant-specific
adaptation. As an exam while the data base contains severalfires in or near, say, ple,turbine-generators, the layout of the
individual turbine-generator at a given plant may not be repre-
rented well. Another example is control room fires, which the
data base shows occur almost exclusively in electrical cabinets,
so that the floor area of a control room is not the correct
variable.

Based on the above, we see that the analyst must adapt or modify
the numerical initiation frequency taken from the data base for
the specific configuration. Different approaches exist to deal
with this aspect. Bayesian updating of the generic data base
with plant-specific information can be useful in some applica-tjons (Ref. Iman & Hora, 1989). Sometimes, area-ratio methods
are used for this partitioning, but often these must be adapted
further, based partly on information gathered in the walkdown
such as local fuel loading, whether the specific site is con-
trolled for fires, and how often it is occupied. If stringent
administrative controls are in place --- for example, limiting
acetone to 1/2-liter quantities in spill-proof safety cans, with
sign-in and sign-out procedures --- this should be accounted for.

Inevitably, uncertainties arise in the numerical values used, and
these will propagate through to uncertainties in the bottom-line
results of the i'ull analysis. Often, considerable expert
judgment is involved, which requires review by others to assure
its validity.

Evaluation of the Methodoloav: The existing data base provides
a good starting point for the determination of fire-initiation
frequencies. The adaptation of that data base to each individual
configuration involves using an analytical approach, plus expert
judgment, to account for individual location-specific issues.

II - 9
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This aspect of the fire PRA methodology is now nature, variationsOfof it having been used in over two dozen individual analyses.
course, numerical uncertainties continue to exist, and these can
amount to factors of, say, plus-or-minus three or sometimes more
for an individual initiation frequency. Nevertheless, when the
uncertainties are accounted for properly, the reliability and
usefulness of the results of this sub-methodology are high.

II.D.3 Evaluation of the methodoloav for analvrina fire
crowth and anread and barrier adeauacy

Two different aspects (analysis of fire growth-and-spread and
barrier adequacy) will be discussed separately in the paragraphs
below.

Fire crowth calculations: In principal, it is feasible to
calculate (at least approximately) the phenomena accompanying the
growth of any fire. In practice, the analytical capabilities
used in modern PRAs are limited to only a few configurations.

Typically, the analyst may postulate only a very small number of |

types of fires --- sometimes only two, such as a one-gallon and a
ten-gallon oil fire on the floor of a compartment --- as sur-
rogates for all fires. Also, because fires that damage electri-
cal and control cabling are usually found to be the most serious
type, the code-development effort has concentrated on modeling
how cable fires ignite, burn, spread, and cause damage.
In almost all fire PRAs to date, the COMPBRN code (Ref. COMPBRN, i

1983) has been used. The original code has been modified twice,
and the most recent version, which removes many of the conser-
vatisms and corrects some of the known errors in the earlier
versions, is called COMPBRN III (Ref. COMPBRN III, 1985). The
code was developed to calculate scenarios involving an oil fire
beneath cable trays. It uses a zone model with three zones: the
flame and plume, a hot gas layer, and the ambient surroundings.
Models predict the growth of the fire and the thermal environment
at various locations around the fire as a function of time.
The objective is to predict the time elapsed before the fire will
damage or ignite the cabling (or other critical equipment which {

can also be modeled). The COMPBRN algorithms were selected
originally for simplicity of use, and they employ approximations
that are known to be adequate in only some configurations.
Furthermore, the original models used were purposely conservative
in some ways, although recent versions have attempted to improve
the code by removing some of these conservatisms.

Because fire PRAs have used COMPBRN or its derivatives almost
exclusively, we will concentrate here on that code. However, a

,
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detailed discussion of COMPBRN --- indeed, of any fire-growth
code --- will not be attempted here, since the recent widely-
available critigue by Sandia has done a thorough job in thisregard (Ref. Sandia, 1988). Instead, a summary evaluation of the
state of fire-growth code capability will be offered, as follows:

While COMPBRN seems to have limitations in a number of aspects,
the code has been of major benefit to analysts in understanding
fire growth as a function of time for several crucial configura-tions (in particular for cabling). If exercised carefully,

4

COMPBRN can provide many insights into fire growth phenomena,
such as how sensitive the growth time is to various assumptions
concerning pilot-fire fuel amount, location, and area extent;
assumed damage threshold models for cabling or other equipment;
the role of hot gas layers in spreading heat within a tone or
between connected tones; the sensitivity of the results to fire
locations adjacent to walls or ceilings; the spread of fires or
hot gases down passageways and ducting; and the like.

COMPBRN is a very valuable piece of the overall fire-PRA methodo-
logy, despite its limitations. New and better codes are defi-nitely needed to address some of the issues not well covered.
However, it is fair to conclude that the available COMPBRN code
can provide reasonable quantitative results on the time for fire
growth, spread, and damage in a number of key analysis situa-tions, Drovided uncertainties (often larae) are accounted for andthe results not taken too literally. To put this point another
way, while the code does have limitations, these need not i

invalidate the insights obtained, in the hands of a competentanalyst aware of the code's limitations. ,

Several technical issues are still not analyzed as well as is
needed, however: Sandia's report discusses these thoroughly.
Examples include whether cable ignition and damage depend not
only on a temperature threshold but also on a parameter related
to critical heat flux or critical energy flux; the mass burningrate correlation; and how flame height is treated.
Barrier adeounev: The usual assumption made in PRA analysis is
that fire barriers with a specific code rating (such as a 3-hour
barrier will live up to their time rating fully. This seems tobe a rea)sonable assumption on its face, assuming that the barrier ;

is intact at the time of the fire. (If not --- if, for example,a fire door is left open or a fire damper fails with a certain
non-zero probability --- the assumption is invalid. The PRAmethodology can treat this case properly by assuming that the two
separated compartments are linked, and this case can be treatedproperly in fire PRAs.)

In Sandia's Fire Risk Scoping Study (Ref. Sandia, 1988), theissue of barrier adequacy is addressed in some detail. It is
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pointed out that the US fire-code test for barriers is usually
performed with equal pressures on both sides of the barrier, or
sometimes with a slight negative pressure on the fire side of the
barrier, to aid in exhausting the combustion gases during the
test. However, during actual fires the heat in a small compart-
ment can build up to produce a slight positive pressure on the
fire side. Whether the barriers used in nuclear plants will all
remain fully adequate in this situation is not known. The Sandia
report discusses some test evidence to the contrary but the
situation is inconclusive, so the report recommends research to
investigate this issue. The most likely area of concern cited by
Sandia is wall penetration seal systems for cables, which can
exhibit cracking.

This issue is still open. Sandia's report points out that if
barrier failure occurs with 10% probability this would have a
major impact on calculated core-damage frequencies, because all
too often the failure would compromise two redundant trains in
adjacent zones that must be separated to assure an effective
safe-shutdown capability. The probability of barrier failure
needs to be kept down in the 1% range or lower for the core-
damage frequency to be acceptably small from this issue.
Based on this discussion, we conclude that at present the
assumption of inL1 barrier adequacy is in partial doubt, although
most barriers are undoubtedly adequate for their ratings.
Concerning the PRA methodology, we conclude that it is fully
capable of dealing with an assumed non-zero barrier failure
probability.

II.D.4 Evaluation of the methodoloav for analvrina the
effectiveness of detection and sunoressioD
It is useful to think about detection and suppression as pro-
cesses that compete with fire growth and spread, in a race over
short time periods after the fire starts. If suppression wins,
the fire is put out without causing damage. If growth and spread
win and suppression loses the race, the fire will lead to damage.
There are several individual issues here, which must be discussed
and evaluated separately:

Detection and Alarm: For a given fire scenario, fire detection
and alarm can be automatic (if detectors exist and operate), or
local (by plant personnel directly observing the fire), or remote
(using secondary indications such as off-normal indications on
instruments). in PRAs, all three detection nothods are analyzed
as stochastic phenomena characterized by a probabilistic time
distribution. Analysts often utilize the judgment of an ex-
perienced fire engineer to quantify the distribution of detection
and alarm times for each specific scenario; the judgments, in
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turn, are based on a data base for both automatic and human
detection capabilities. For local human detection, the fraction
of time that an area is occupied must be estimated. For remote
detection, the analysis must usually rely heavily on judgment.
As a rule, the time distribution for detection is known quite
well for spaces equipped with automatic detectors, while the
distribution is broader (known less well) for human detection
except for continuously occupied rooms such as the main control
room.

Because the analyst's knowledge of the various detection and
alarm times is represented by several distributions, the times
are treated probabilistically as weighted random variables.
Mathematical methods exist for combining properly the various
time distributions (Ref. Apostolakis, Aruati, Katarians, and Siu,
1989). Developing the distributions is often done by starting
with generic information and modifying it based on specific local
issues.

Although the process of estimating detection and alarm times is
usually heavily judgmental, the analysis itself can be quite
reliable if care is taken and if the judgments are reviewed by
other experts.

Automatic Suenressient Given activation of an automatic suppres-
sion system, the analyst must work out how quickly the fire will
be suppressed. Considerations include the distance from the
automatic system to the fire, the size and configuration of the
room, the fire's character, and so on. Usually, the time from
detection to automatic suppression will be very short, unless the
automatic system fails to function on demand (a probability that
must be worked out by the PRA systems analyst). The data base

'

supporting this part of the analysis is excellent, and an
experienced analyst's results for this aspect should be very
reliable.

.

| Manual sueeression: Manual suppression can be either by an
individual who is already occupying the room of fire origin, or
by a fire brigade (formal or informal) responding to an alarm.
Because fire brigades differ significantly from one to the next
power station (Ref. Sandia, 1988), it is necessary to perform a
site-specific analysis. This will include consideration of the
probability that the crew will be forced to abandon the main
control room because of intense heat or smoke. In some recent
PRAs this has been assumed to occur due to heat and smoke once in
about every ten control-room fires that are not automatically
suppressed (Ref. Sandia/ll50 Ext. Events (draft), 1989; N-Reactor

*

PRA [ draft), 1989).

There are several time durations involved, to be assessed
individually and added up. The first time duration is the time
from alarm to the arrival of personnel in the room of fire

1
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origin, followed by the time duration to find the fire, the time
duration to apply fire-suppression agents, and finally the time
duration until the fire is controlled or extinguished.

All of these time durations need to be determined, and in a full-
scope analysis each is represented by a distribution. The set of
time distributions is added up by a mathematical convolution,
yielding the final result, the time duration from alarm to
suppression (represented by a distribution).

The analysis of time duration from the alarm to the arrival of
the fire brigade can be done quite well in most casest the
analyst must meet with the on-site fire-brigade and control-room
. personnel to learn how the specific alarm and response system
operates. Finding the fire can be a problem if smoke and heat
are dense, and especially if the fire brigade is constrained not
to inundate the whole space because important safety equipment
might be inadvertently damLged --- hence the time duration to
find the fire can be difficult to assess. However, in general
the time durations for finding the fire, applying the suppression
agents, and controlling the fire can each be determined reason-
ably well.

Some PRAs have used a fault tree to work out the failure of
manual suppression, to account systematically for the several
factors, including failure of detectors and alarms, failure of
personnel to suppress the fire with manual carbon-dioxide
extinguishers or local water, and so on. This fault tree can
provide an overall probability of complete failure to suppress
the fire. of course, complete failure is equivalent to the " time
for suppression" being very long, and if for a given scenario
this time duration is known to be much longer than the time it
takes for the fire to grow, spread, and cause damage, the fault
tree isn't worth developing.

Assuming successful execution of all suppression steps, the
results of the analysis, in the form of distributions of time
durations, should be reliable. However, the distribution of the
overall assessed duration from alarm to suppression can be quite
broad (meaning that our knowledge of it is sometimes not very
precise) because it is a convolution of several intermediate
durations taken together.

II.D.5 Evaluation of the methodolosv for assassino component
fracility and the erobability of conoonent " failure"

Descriotion of the Methodolouvt- The definition of " failure" ;

differs from component to comp nent. Usually, this definition is
embedded in the fire-growth-and-spread code, in the sense that a
critical temperature or time-at-temperature relation is incor-
porated as the code works out the time elapsed for the fire to
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grow to a defined " site".

For cabling, insulation and damage thresholds are usually used, '

although they are not known very well. For large cable fires,
the thresholds are not as critical as for smaller fires, because
the fire grows so rapidly that the time-to-threshold analysis is
insensitive. For smaller fires or fires at some distance from
the cab *iang, the sensitivity can be greats indeed for some cases
the differences can be between a pilot fire that never ignites
the cabling to one that ignites only after a very long time to
one that ignites rather quickly.

A time-at-temperature model for cable damage would in principle
be an improvement over a simple temperature-threshold model, but
has not often been used, in part because the added precision is
thought not to be worth the extra effort in light of other
unknowns in the analysis, such as just how much pilot-fire fuel
will exist, where the pilot tire is located, the combustion
efficiency, the surface burning rate, and so on.

For electrical cabinets, the entirely reasonable assumption is
usually made that a cabinet fire will destroy all equipment
within it. Fire damage to such cabinets is usually considered to
occur shortly after a fire begins, unless promptly extinguished
by personnel immediately available. The methodology issue with
cabinet fires is in a major way the problem of working out the
likelihood that the fire will spread to involve more than one
cabinet before it can be suppressed.

There are a few issues that are not well enough understood, and 1

therefore not well enough treated, in current fire PRAs. Among
these are indirect or secondary effects such as the effects of
smoke, low-level thermal exposures, and interactions among smoke,
corrosive gases, water, and steam. It is widely held that the
principal effects of smoke will be on electronic circuits or
electrical items containing exposed conductors such as motors.
However, detailed effects are poorly understood. Insofar as any
of these issues might significantly affect a given fire scenario,
the current analysis methodology is to that extent inadeguate.

In general, and despite the above, the methodological problens
with assessing component fragility and the probability of
component " failure" are generally within the capability of fire
analysts, even though uncertainties continue to be significant
for some types of fires, such as the smaller fires with slower
growth times or the larger fires whose damage potential is partly
from spreading hot gas layers and smoke.
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II.D.6 Evaluatina the methodolorv for identifyina fire
I initiatina events for the systems analysis

Descrintion of the Methodolouvt The basic task here is to
identify how each postulated fire can cause an " initiating event"
(using the standard PRA definition of that tera) with the
potential-for evolving into a core-damage accident sequence of
concern. The effort involves coupling the fire analysis with
event trees similar to those used in the traditional PRA systems
analysis. The " initiating event" is typically a signal, either
automatic or manual, that triggers a reactor scran due to one or
another off-normal condition initiated by the fire.

Evaluation of the Methodolonvt Generally, this part of the
analysis is straightforward, although in all fairness it inevi-
tably involves certain assumptions about how the specific
operator response (or automatic response) will evolve. Although
these assumptions are uncertain in detail --- therefore, they can
lead to uncertainties in the " bottom-line" core-damage-frequency
results --- the overall impact of these uncertainties is usually
not a key issue in fire PRA analysis, and this aspect of the
methodology is generally quite reliable.

There are two issues only peripherally related to initiating-
event identifiestion that will be discussed here. They are
placed here in part because it isn't c1sar just where else they
might fit in this overall discussion about fire-initiated acci-
dents:

o seiswie-initiated firest There is a reasonable likelihood
that very large earthquakes might initiate a fire that,
combined with earthquake-caused damage, could compromise
plant safety. This issue is covered in more detail in the
section on seismic-initiated accident analysis. A summary
of the finding in the other section is that methods to
identify seismic-initiated fires do exist and should be
reasonably robust. It would be necessary to combine the
methods used in seismic-failure analysis with the methods
for fire analysic to obtain an overall analysis of this type
of event. This has not been attempted in any full-scope
PRA, but the analysis seems to be a straightforward exten-
sion of existing methodologies and should not be difficult
to accomplish.

.o hggidents arisina from inadvertent actuation of fire
suooression eouiement: If fire suppression equipment were
to be actuated in the absence of a fire, this could damage
equipment necessary for plant safety. (This problem could
also arise if actuation because of a real fire were to
damage other equipment outside the fire's influence.)
Damage mechanisms are several and will not be discussed
here. This issue has never been studied in detail, so it is
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not known whether its contributions to overall plant risk
are minor, or major, or in-between. Presumably, an analysisof the effects of this issue would require data on how
suppression agents (water, various gasec} affect equipment,
ecpecially electrical equipment. There is no existing
methodology for studying this issue probabilistically,
although the structure of the analysis approach seems
straightforward to set down. However, the details of such
an analysis seem difficult to work out.

II.D.7 Evaluation of the PRA systems-analysis methodolony for
fire-initiated accident seruences

The objective of the systems-analysis methodology is to calcu-
late, for various scenarios, the probability of core damage.
Discussion of the Methodoloavt The systems-analysis work is very
similar in broad outline to ordinary PRA systems analysis. It
uses the same tools and types of data, and the same way of
setting up the analysis and solving it numerically.

The approach involves developing event trees to follow postulated
accident sequences through from initiating event to conclusion,
and fault trees to establish quantified success-failure values
for the branch points. One general consideration involves
support systems: often, a major contributor to fire-initiated
accident sequences is the damage to support systems (power,
service water, instrument air, room cooling, and so on) that
cause multiple subsequent failures of diverse equipment. If the
support-system matrix has been developed previously, in the
context of an internal-initiators PRA study, it can be used
directly. Otherwise it must be worked out here. ltn'any event,
the analysis of support system dependencies is standard and veryreliable and very useful.

Another general consideration involves the contributions of non-
fire-caused-failures. Such failures can be due to random
failures-on-demand of needed equipment, equipment out-of-service
for maintenance, operator errors, and the like. The quantifica-
tion of these failure probabilities is accomplished using
standard PRA methods, and is very robust.

PRAs often analyze and take credit for operator recovery actions
to restore a failed piece of equipment or substitute another.
While the methodology for this aspect is sound, in some fire
scenarios recovery must be carefull
can impede access to certain areas.y analyzed because the fire

control system interactionst one key issue in the systems
analysis is control systems interactions, a subject that has
recently been treated in detail in Sandia's Fire Risk Scoping
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Study (Ref. Sandia, 1988). The issue is the possibility that a
fire can damage control systems, and thereby prevent control of
safe-shutdown equipment from both the main control room and the
remote shutdown panel. Specifically, if multiple control and
actuation functions in the main control room were to be damaged
by a fire spreading through one or more control cabinets, it is
possible that control from the remote panel might also not be
feasible, depending on the damage,

one particular aspect of this issue is the possibility that a
fire in a sinale cabinet might compromise safety, which would be
an important vulnerability to identify. A thorough analysis of
this topic would require working out the likelihood and time
elapsed for a fire to cause the failures of concern, taking into
account local suppression, any operator recovery actions avail-
able, and the probability of specific non-fire-related random
failures.

The Sandia report's conclusions appear to be two-fold First, it
was found (Ref. Sandia, 1986, page 22.6) that " current fire
protection criteria applied to US nuclear reactor plants require
an extensive search for both simple and complex interactions
between remote shutdown systems and the control room. Uncertain-
ties still exist in that detailed analyses of specific hardware
and human interactions have not been performed. A comparison
between primary reliance on preventative control logic and manual
actions is one area of potential risk significance, which
requires further examination."
The second Sandia conclusion emerges from a trial study of the
LaSalle reactor configuration * as a test case. Two critical
control room cabinets were studied, the ECCS Panel and the
Electrical Distribution Panel. Assuming that both panels would
be totally consumed by a postulated fire and that all components
within each panel would fail in the most undesired state, two
potential accident sequences were identified. The scoping
analysis found that the failure combinations leading to accident
sequences always include a random (non-fire-related) failure in
combination with fire-related failures. That is, fire-induced
failures alone would not be enough. With various conservative
assumptions, the core-damage-frequency calculated from these
scenarios is in the significant range --- about comparable with
core-damage-frequency results from sequences involving other
initiators. Whether this scoping analysis at LaSalle has generic
significance isn't known, of course, but on its face it does
point out the need for additional attention in fire PRAs to the

LaSalle is a modern two-unit station in Illinois with dual*

BWR/S reactors with Mark-II containments, designed by
General Electric Company and owned by Commonwealth Edison
Company. Each unit generates 1100 MWe.
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control-system-interaction issue. Fortunately, the basic
systems-analysis methodology for performing such a calculation
exists, although its application to a specific control-room con-
figuration may require extensive effort.r

Evaluation of the Methodolouvt The fire systems-analysis
methodology is, in its basic outline, a variant of the type of
systems analysis that is now a well-developed, nature PRA
discipline. While certain issues must be specially treated,
including especially the issue of control-systems interactions,
every aspect of the methodology is fully within the routine
capability of PRA analysts. Therefore, we conclude that any
competent PRA systems analyst can perform this work, with little
special training and only the minimal guidance that is readily
available and easily learned.

II.D.B Evaluation of the Consecuence/ Release Sub-Methodoloay

Discussion of the Methodoloavt The objective of the conse-
quence/ release methodology is to calculate, for various fire-
initiated sequences associated with various probabilities of core
damage, the conditional probability that the accident will evolve
into a " radiological release" scenario.

Each scenario requires separate treatment, depending on which
items of safety equipment have been damaged by the fire, which
other equipment has failed from other causes, which operator
actions have contributed to the damage or mitigated the situa-
tion, and so on. The probability of a radiological release, and
its size, also obviously depend on how phenomena develop both
within the primary system and in containment after core damage
begins; how ex-plant radiological dispersion phenomena develop;
and how sheltering and evacuation are accomplished.

Evaluation of the Methodoloavt The consequence / release methodo-
logy is, in its basic outline, identical to the type of level-2
and level-3 analysis that is now a well-developed, nature PRA
discipline. The methods and data used are similar or identical,
including the use of containment event trees (or accident-
progression event trees, as they are now often called) and
offsite consequence analysis codes. We conclude that any
competent PRA level-2/ level-3 analysis team can perform this
work, with no special training.

I
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II.E Evaluation of the " Bottom-Line" Results for Core-Damace
' Frecuency and Offsite Risk, and the Kev Risk Insichts

As the discussion above has implied, the numerical uncertainties
in the bottom-line results can be large (plus-or-minus an order
of magnitude or more would not be uncommon). This is due to
several factors covered in the preceding subsections.

The principal engineering insights depend in cart on the numeri-
cal " bottom-line" results but not in a major way. These insights
involve the identification of specific locations where fire
initiation is likely, specific equipment that is susceptible to
damage., fire barriers whose effectiveness needs reevaluation,
fire-brigade training and access improvements, automatic or
manual suppression capabilities, and so on. The configurations
of interest can include contributions from non-fire-related
failures and human errors, which can be identified using the full
power of the PRA approach to do an integrated analysis.

Despite the numerically large uncertainties in the " bottom-line"
numbers, these uncertainties should generally not invalidate the
key insights concerning potential fire-related vulnerabilities.
Conversely, if no vulnerabilities are identified and the plant is
judged to be well designed against fire-initiated accidents, this
conclusion should be quite robust despite any numerical uncer-
tainties in the bottom-line numbers.

One of the major lessons from fire PRAs is that an integrated
examination of the plant, by a team including both fire engineers
and systems engineers, can be of major benefit in identifying
issues that neither type of expert could find alone. Another
major benefit is that an integrated examination of fire in the
context of the rest of the niant's safety functions and systems
is crucial --- and PRA analysis can accomplish this integrated
examination very well.
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III. EARTHOUAKES i

i

!
Ill.A Summarv Esaluation

Almost every full scope PRA that has examined earthquake laitiated
accidents has found that this category represents one of the
important laltletor ' groups. Occasionally, one of the earthquake-
leltlated sequences is among the few largest contributors to core-
damage frequency and/or to offsite risk. Usually the sequences
identified are very plant specific la character, such that the
specific vulnerability would protably not exist at any other plant,
even another siseller plant. Sometimes the lasse is site-related, and
sometimes it is desige-related.

Gisen this background, it is obilous that so full scope PRA can be
considered complete without an examinatlos of earthquakes.

This summary will provide an overslew evaluation of the reliability
and usefulness of the PRA methodology for studyleg earthquakes. |
The full text below will support the summary statements la this l

openlag evaluation.

1) How reliable and useful is the meismic hazard methodoloet?
The "hasard methodology" analyses for the frequency of earth-
quakes of various slees at a glien site, and the spectral shapes of :

the motion fross these earthquakes. The methodology has four
steps (see Figure Ill 1). A fair characterlastlos is that each of the
steps is straightferward to describe, but difficult to implement.

' The four-step approach begins with a aghmkhr assessment, to
delineate and characterlee the seismic sources. The second step
latoltes determlales the earthquake recunence relatloaship, which
is usually expressed is terms of an assual frequency as a function
of magnitude for each source or sourte some. For both of these
two steps, because the historical earthlluske record is at best,

locomplete, and because except for very recent events the earth-i

quakes have not been properly measured by good lastruments, much
judgment is necessary.

The third step is associating a motion vs. distance relationshin with )
each magnitude. Usually, acceleration (la terms of peak ground
acceleration or local spectral acceleration) is chosen as the motion
parameter, even though it is as leperfect measure --- la fact, so ;

; single parameter can be other than sa imperfect measure. There ;
| are two principal issues here, chooslag an attenuation model and a |

ground response spectral nhape. For the eastern U.S. the stross-
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mottos attenuation leformaties is usually absent, so theoretical
models are of ten used, although based la part on westers U.S. data

,~ and lesights which are not always applicable,
i

Selectims a gromed respase spectral shape is also uncertals. Im ;

PRAs for eastere U.S. sites, a standard broad band spectral shape
normall ed to the sero period acceleration value has usually been
used. However, if much soll amplification is present, a site-
specific spectrum should be developed.

The ultimate product of the hasard assessment is the ' hazard
curves" themselves, typically is terms of the anomal frequency of

'

j

exceedance vs. a motlos parameter like peak ground accelerattom.
It is important to note that embedded implicitly 'Is the hasard- t

'
curve presentation is a speelfle spectral shape used la the earlier
parts of the analysis.

All of the four abote steps are easy to describe broadly. Howev er, .

| as mentioned, their laplementation leads to major uncertalaties.
The cruelal arablem la that the data available are not sufficient to
differentiate amone a larme number of reasonable models develoned
hv exnerts annroachina this analvsis arablem from different
eersnectives. That is, reasonable evnerts differ la their assess-
me.nis. and selecting which expert is correct is difficult.

Both the NRC sad EPRI hazard projects hate used the approach of
el!:lting expert oplalon la structured ways that attempt to account ,

|for the wide disergence of opinion without either suppressing
snimority views or overemphasl:Ing them. How the elicitation of
expert opinlos has been accomplished apparently has sonne lafluence
on the outcome of the assessments, although this issue is also not
clearly understood. Suffice it to say that, from the perspectise of
a decislom maker, a legitimate and - wide disergence of optolon i

among experts cannot but be taken on its face as geaulae 'secer. I

tainty" la the best meaning of that term. The fact that different ;

models can lead to PRA core damage frequency calculations I

differlag by more than a factor of 10 is simply a manifestatlos of
the current state-of the art in the discipline of seismic hasard
assessment.

2) How reliable and useful is the local-around motion and M
lan motion methodolonv? This phase of the analysis is generally
quite well developed, although when specific situations are being
analysed there do remain uncertalaties due to random variability
and incomplete knowledge.

The analyst usually starts with a family of earthquake motions,
either time histories or another characterlastion, that are postu- <

'

lated to arrive at the local site from the source. As a set, the

time histories are latended to capture 'tarlsbility la the source.
Usually, several different earthquake "slees" are calculated. The
objective is to work out the local motlom at the location of each
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sigalficant item (equipment items and structures) secessary for the
safety of the power station.

For items located at different elevations, either above or below
grade, it is necessary to develop what are known as floor spectra,
eslag a structural model of the buildlag. This part of the analysis
beglas with determialag the gresad response frequency spectrum at
the site. Usually, generic broad band spectra have been ased la
PRAs, and this should be acceptable, provided they are applicable
to local soll conditions. If the local soll produces much amplifica-
tion, the analyst should develop a site-specific response spectrum.

If structural foundations are on rock or stiff soll, their motions
should be the same as for the free field. Os sof t soll, the soll-
structure compting can change both the freguescles and the
amplitudes of the motlos enterlag the buildlag. In developing
realistic floor spectra, it is typleal to use llaear dynamic analysis
for the structure, and then to account for non linear effects by
estimating the laelastic energy absorption capacity of each com-
pontat, so that the response for the equipenest item represents the
floor spectrum modified to account for how each equipment item
responds la frequency space.

For all of these analyses, it is especially important for the analyst
not to take as secessarily correct the models used in the design,
since these may costata consertatisans or other errors which would
not be a realistic representattom of behailor in as actual earth-
quake.

As a summary of the state-of the art, it is a fair conclusion that
while uncertalatles are certalmly present la this aspect of the
analysis, from both variabilities and modeling approximations, the
analytical approaches for the several toples are all generally well-
deieloped and robust la the hands of experienced analysts.

'

3) How reliable and useful la the walkdown methodoloav? Among I

seismic-PR A analysts, the plant walkdown is considered to be
almost the most crucial aspect. Among the most important benefits
of the walkdows is the lateraction that occurs among the systems
analysis team, the seismic capacity analysis team, and the utility
staff. This is one of the major lessons learned in the past few
years.

Another crucial benefit of the walkdown is that the seismic-
capacity tenen can determine, for each important item (structure or
equipment), whether that item is "typleal" of its generic category,
or somehow stypleal or even unique. Still another benefit is the
opportually for 'the systems aanlysis team to understand just how
the operatlag crew has been tralmed to carry out its tasks,
especially during esmergencies.

The methodology for seismic PRA walkdowns is now sery mature.

111 3
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l be guldance la sofficiently detalled, and the number of teams that
have accomplished as excellent walkdows is large enough, that a
new team should have no difflenity la learalag the approaches that
work best. la sommary, this aspect should be very reliable and
very aseful,

d) How reliable la the failure.made and framilltv methadaleev for
earthanaken? The selsmic fragility methodology calculates the
espacity of ladividual stemetures and equipment items, and from
that espacity the ' fragility curve * for each ites and the correls-
tions among these.

Before capacity can be determined, "fallyt.g" must be defined, for
both structures and equipment items. 't he definitions are highly
ladisidualised for speelfic equipment items, and the assignments
must be made with the advice of a competent systems analyst.
This aspect of the methodology is generally a robust and reliable
part of the selsmic PRA methodology.

The fraallitv of a component is defleed as the condillosal fregues-
cy of its failure as a functies of a response parameter, usually an
acceleration parameter, such as peak ground acceleration or local
spectral accelerstloa. A family of " fragility curves" is generated,
typically characterleed mathematically by legnormal expressloss (for
calculatlosal convealence eves though legnormals don't represent
the data la the talis), anchored to median salues and using various
sacertalaty parameters to capture both variability from randomness
and uncertalaty from lack of knowledge.

To develop a family of fragility curses, the analyst can use test
data, data from real earthquake experience, and/or analysts. For a
structure, analysis is usually ased, since structures are all so-
ladividualised and since they are more amenable to calculatlos
given a determination of the important failure mode (s). For
equipment, tellence sa test and experience data la the common
approach, because there are now extensive data compilations la
existence,includlag extensive experience data.

Some important items of equipment are now known to be generleal-
ly rutte rugged. This knowledge is embedded la a set of screening
tables for seismic capacity that eso be found la the NRC and EPRI
seismic margia reports.

.

Despite major progress la our onderstanding, some sacertalsties
renale for many items of equipment. Specifically, there are still
many unknowns, or differences among approac es, or different ways
to laterpret the underlylag data - so that differeat analysts will
produce different capacities and fragility curves for the identical
equipment Iten.

As lilustration of this is the recent comparison among four expert
analysts of their calculations for flee specific Items: a large storage
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|tank, a contactor for a motor starter, a starting air tank, a heat '

exchanger, and a block wall. The calculated median capacities dif-
fered, from the highest to the lowest of the experts, by factors in
the range of about 1.5 for most of the components. (For a typleal
eastern U.S. site, the hazard curse frequencies differ by factors of
about 3 when the acceleration differs by a factor of about 1.5, so
if a single component completely dominates a glien sequence, core-
damage frequency would vary by a factor of about 3). The lesson

!

,

from this comparison is that the determination of seismic fragility '

curies, even by the most quallfled experts, will still result in non.
negligible differences.

We conclude that there is still some variability la the calculation of
fragility parameters for items of equipment such as those cited in

j
the test comparison study. This variability propagates through to
modest uncertaintles in the bottom-line risk results such as core- |

damage frequency. Therefore, while we conclude that the fragility I

estimates are reasonably good for many purposes, such as identify-
i

Ing the few important contributors at a plant, it is important not i
to take the numerical fragility values as implying too much I
accuracy.

)

M How reliable and useful is the systems analysis methodoloev?
|

The objective of the systems analysis methudology, glien which '

equipment is damaged by the earthquake (typically with a probabl.
lity distribution), is to determine which core-damage accident
sequences may result, and the core damage frequencies for each. '

The systems analysis work is broadly similar to traditional PRA
systems analysis for internal Initiators, and is within the technical
capability of any competent PRA systems analyst, with no special
training. It uses the same tools and types of data, and the same
way of setting up the analysis and solving it numerically. There
are only a few special issues: correlations among failures, relay

|chatter, design and construction errors, and operator response. ~

The problem of analy:Ing correlations among earthquake-induced
,

failures can sometimes be difficult, especially for co-located
equipment. Typleally, the assumption is made of complete correla-
tion in the response for nearby and similar equipment subject to
the same floor motion. Howeser, different equipment types, even if '

located in close proximity, are usually assigned only minor if any
response correlation.

4

The problem for the analyst is that there is only very limited
| experimental information, from either testing or actual earthquakes,
'

upon which to rely. Therefore, while the methodolorv for coping
with correlations is well developed, the underlyln knowledre is
typically inadequate. The usual fallback approach is to perform a
sensitivity analysis, to obtain a measure of the uncertainty in the
final results. >

l'
.
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Wheneier the accident sequences of concern involte components for
which correlation might or might not be large, this issue is one of
the important sources of uncertainty in the overall analysis.

The selsmic PRA methodology does not systematically take into
account possible desten and construction errors. The only consola-
tion for the analyst (and the decision maker) is that these omis-
slons' are directly parallel to possible similar omissions in the rest
of PR A.

Recently, the relav.chattet issue has recelied significant attention.
'While the earliest seismic PRAs did not examine this issue, today

an acceptable methodology dan exist for treating it properly. <

Furthermore, the issue should not be ignored, because it certainly I

has a potential for contributir:g significantly to the cierall selsmle ;
1

risk.

It seems likely that, during and af ter a strong motion earthquake,
operator reinonse without error should be substantially degraded. ;

llowever, this issue does not hase as much effect on the results of
PRAs as might be thought at first, principally because in PRAs no -

credit is usually allowed for operator = control actions during the
early minutes af ter a large earthquake. Based on this, the general
consensus is that the operator-response aspect of the methodology,
while not as strong as ultimately desired, is as robust (more or.
less) as the approach for operator error analysis used in Internal.
Initiators PR A studles. -

,

6) Ilow reliable and useful is the consecuenec/ release method o-
lagyl The objective of the seismic PRA consequence / release ,

methodology is to calculate, for tarlous earthquake "stres" asso- ;

clated with various probabilities of cors damage, the conditional
probability that the accident will evolte into a "rediological
release" scenarlo. This conditional probability differs from one
postulated core-damage accident sequence to the next. Therefore,
each sequence requires separate treatment.

1

It is important that the analysis team consider a few special issues, ,

such as the possibility that the carthquake may affect containment t
'

integrity, and the effect on emergency evacuation of possible
extenslie damage offsite, such as to roads, buildings, and bridges,

. or widespread panic arsong the public.

The consequence / release methodology is, in its basic outline, a
variant of the type of lesel 2 and level-3 analysis that is now a
widely used PR A discipline. While L few issues must be specially
treated, we conclude that any competent PRA level 2/ level 3
analysis team can perform this work, with no special training.

|

i
,
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7) Haw eellable and =maful are 'bettom-Ilme numbers" for care-
dammane fremmenev and affslie rink. and the kev risk lealehts? The
aumerical sacertalettes la the bottom-Ilse reaalta eaa certainly be
large (ples-or-slaus more than See order of magaltede or more is-
commes). . Tbla is due to several factors la the varlons sub-
methodologies, but domlaantly due to the ascertalaty la the
basard evalaation.' The ascertalaty la the fragility estimates gar af. i'

contributes smaller amounts to the overad ascertalaty. Perhaps the i

other major source of possible sacertalaty would arise when several
~

composeats must fall together to cause the accident sequence, and
the- correlatlans among thean are not anderstood well. -- the

- differences between assuolag full correlatlos and aero correlatlos
can also amount to about se order of magattede difference la core-
damage frequency la some cases.

Despite the. aumerically large sacertalaties, these uncertalaties
should generally agilavalidate the key lasights conceralag potential
earf %*ke related vulnerabilities. These lasights laclude the
IdeWfir ation of specific equipment and structural weaknesses,
includine weatr aenses la commenents and systems not, saecificallv

3

daglgned or anallfled mealnat - earthauakes. speelfic' son seismic- '

initiated failures and humas ~ errors t1N may contribute to a key
sequence, the possible role - of post-ear 6 quake operator recovery>

actions, whether a ghes sequence would have major or only minor
offsite-release consequences, and . (almost suost importantly) the
places where support-system vulnerabilities can comprossise
different safety systems in subtle ways.

One of the major lessons from seismic PRAs is that_ as lategrated
examination of the plaat, by a team lacludlag both seismic-capacity
engineers and systems englaeers, can be - of major benefit la
identifying issues that seither type of expert could fled alone.

Another major benefit is that so lategrated examlaation of selsmic
Issues in the context of the rest of the slant's safety functions and

and PRA analysis can accomplish - thissystems is= crucial ---

lategrated examinatlos very well.

.

III;B Introduction q

There have-been well over two dozen full-scope PRAs that have
studied potential earthquake-initiated accidents at nuclear power
stations.' The methodology has been exercised by several dif-
forent groups of practitioners and is considered nature.6

Nevertheless,.and despite continuing research work to develop and
improve the various parts of the methodology, some aspects remain j

difficult to accomplish well and introduce considerable numerical i

uncertainties into the bottom-line results. !

III - 7
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As discussed in the introductory chapter, this paper is n21
intended to be an in-depth technical review of the subject

_

matter, but rather an in-depth gyaluation of the reliability and
usefulness of the results and insights from these analyses. The
reader who desires instruction on the methodology can find
extensive guidance in the literature, including both full-scope
PRA methods and so-called abbreviated methods (Ref. SSMRP, 1981;

G NRC, 1983; Bohn, 1984; Shieh, 1985; Brookhaven, 1985; Ravindra &
Banon, 1985; Reed, 1985; SSMRP, 1986; RMIEP, 1987; Bohn &
Lambright, 1988). In addition, guidance on seismic-margin
methodologies is available from both NRC (Ref. Budnitz/ Margins,
1985; Prassinos/ Margins, 1986) and EPRI (Ref. EPRI/ Margins,
1988). Some of this guidance on margins methods is directly
applicable to PRA analysis.

The techniccl approach here, which builds on recent work accom-
-- plished under NRC support at Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory (Ref. Kimura, Budnitz & Prassinos, 1987) and recent reviews
of the methodology (Ref. Budnitz, 1984; Ravindra, 1984; Ravindra,
1985; Budnitz, 1986; Budnitz, 1987), is to perform a more in-
depth evaluation. The thrust is to identify and describe the

- prit.cipal aspects of the current state-of-the-art PRA methodo-
logy, what aspects are more robust and therefore provide the most
reliable insignts, what aspects are less robust and therefore
provide less reliable insights, and why.

i This study will concentrate on the sub-methodologies and on how
these sub-methodologies are combined together to provide overall
PRA resultt and insights. There is significant amount of
guidance in the literature on the methods for performing seismic
PRAs, which can be referred to for more details (Ref. NRC, 1983;
Brookhaven, 1985; Bohn & Lambright, 1988).

IJ.C Descriotion of the Methodology

The overall methodology for probabilistic evaluation of earth-
quake effects consists of six sub-methodologies, which are
combined together. (of course, the division into these six sub-
methodologies is quite arbitrary. Some analysts use a different
division.) The six sub-methodologies to be discussed here are:

- o the seismic hazard methodology for calculating the
frequency of earthquakes of various " sizes" at a given
site and characterizing the motion parametrically

o the seismic local-around-motion and buildino-motion
methodology for working out the motion at a given
location on the site or within buildings, given the
incoming earthquake motion

III -8
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o tho'walkdown methodology that guides the essential
plant walkdown that is at the heart of seismic PRA

o the seismic failura. node and fraallity methodology for
calculating the capacity of individual equipment and
structures, and from that capacity the " fragility
curve" for each item and the correlations among these

o the seismic-PRA systems analysis methodology
I

.o the seismic-PRA methodology for analyzing plant "

response and offsite releases and conseauences.

There han never been an earthquake sufficiently damaging to any
operating U.S._ nuclear power station to cause safety concerns.
By far the largest recent earthquake worldwide was the vary.
destructive Armenian earthquake of November, 1988 which however
produced only minor ground motion at an operating Soviet two-
unit pWR reactor station near the strong-motion zone. However, 1

preliminary and unpublished reports indicated that there was no !
significant damage (Ref. Yanev, 1989). While'there are anecdotal I
-reports of earthquakes near reactors in Japan, there is little
published literature about any effects.

The published historical record is therefore not adequate for the
analysis discussed here. The frequency of earthquake-initiated
core-damage accidents can only be known from calculations, using
a combination of real-earthquake data, test data, models of
various phenomena, and systems analysis.

III.D Evaluation of the Various Sub-Methodolooies

In the next sub-sections, we will discuss and evaluate each of
the six sub-methodologies in turn. '

III.D.1 Evaluation of the emismic hazard methodolouv

The'" hazard methodology" is the methodology for analyzing for the
frequency of earthquakes of various sizes at a given site, and
the spectral shapes of the motion from these earthquakes. For-
most sites,.outside of highly active regions-like coastal |
. california, very large earthquakes have never been experienced

'

(or at least never been recorded). .Therefore, it is necessary to
develop the co-called hazard curves based'on analysis of in-
farences, sometimes scarce and controversial, from the data that
do exist.

Descrintion of the Methodoloav: The methodology for developing
the seismic hazard for a given site is well developed in outline,
at least in principle, although as shall be seen below there is

III - 9
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still much uncertainty in the detailed results. The outline of
the four-step approach is shown in Figure III-1, taken from the
PRA Procedures Guide (Ref. NRC, 1983). Here, we will not discuss
the four steps in detail, since the literature is so extensive,
including a very clear description in the Brookhaven procedures
guide (Ref. Brookhaven, 1985). However, a fair characterization
is that each of the steps is straightforward to describe, but
difficult to implement.

Two very large research projects have recently been completed to
develop seismic hazard information for all of the various
nuclear-reactor sites in the U.S., with emphasis on the regions
east of the Rocky Mountains where well-known faults are not
usually the principal source of seismicity. One research project
has been supported by the NRC (Ref. Bernreuter, 1989) and the
other by EPRI (Ref. EPRI/ Hazard, 1989).

The four-step approach begins with a seismicity assessment, to
delineate and characterize the seismic sources. The sources are
typically either identified faults, or point sources, or areas
called source zones in which it is assumed that the occurrence of
earthquakes is spatially uniform. Usually, the different zones
are assumed to be independent of each other. The assessment
involves gathering and evaluating data about the various known
sources near the site, for example from micro-seismicity records,
geological and geotechnical information, surface topographic
evidence, and so on.

Unfortunately, except in the western U.S. or other regions where
well-characterized faulting dominates, the process that gives
rise to earthquakes is not well understood, so it is necessary to
postulate models, such as tectonic models coupled with other
regional and local features. A model can then be transformed
into a set of seismic sources for use in the subsequent analysis.
Models range from the simple to the complex, and can incorporate
factors such as possible interactions among sources, time
dependence or independence of earthquake occurrence due to stress
buildup, and inferences from similarity with other regions.

The second step is determining the earthquake recurrence rela-
tionship, which is usually expressed in terms of an annual
frequency as a function of magnitude (as shown in stylized form
in Figure III-1), for each source or source zone. Factors to be
considered include the historical seismic activity rate, the
lowest magnitude of concern for the given source, the upper-
bound magnitude that can be generated, the distribution of
earthquake magnitudes, the depth of the source, the spatial
distribution of energy release (point, short plane, extended
plane), and so on.

As with the seismicity assessment, models by different experts
can range from the simple to the complex. Bec ause the historical
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earthquake record is at best incomplete, and because except for
very recent events the earthquakes have not been properly
measured by good instruments, much judgment is necessary. For
example, what is known best about large earthquakes many years
ago is the damage that they caused, which is not easily trans-
formed into a more scientific parameter like magnitude (which,
itself, is only a rough approach to categorizing earthquakes).

Also, many models would predict at least a finite chance of
earthquakes of essentially infinite energy release, which is not ,

physically correct, leading to the need for an upper-bound !
magnituds cutoff. Usually, various types of physical arguments j

are used, based on a variety of evidence, to determine this f
cutoff, and the evidence is usually difficult to interpret except j
in active areas like coastal California. >

The next step (see Figure III-1) is associating a motion vs.
distance relationshin with each magnitude. Usually, acceleration
(in terms of peak ground acceleration or local spectral accelera-
tion) is chosen as the motion parameter, even though it is an
imperfect measure --- in fact, no single parameter can be other
than an imperfect measure.

There are two principal issues here, choosing an attenuation
( model and a ground response spectral shape. Sometimes, these two

aspects are combined in a model that directly attenuates dif-
ferent frequencies differently. For some parts of the western

* U.S. the strong-motion earthquake records are extensive enough to
provide actual data for attenuation modeling. For the eastern
U.S. the strong-motion information is usually absent, so theore-
tical models are often used, although based in part on western- '

.U.S. data and insights which are not always applicable. Issues
Lto be considered include the effect of local transmission paths,
fault rupture characteristics, and frequency dispersion.

Selecting a ground response spectral shape is also uncertain. In
PRAs for eastern-U.S. sites, a standard broad-band spectral shape
normalized to the zero-period acceleration value has usually been
used in place of working out the spectral shape in a combined way ;

with the attenuation model. However, if much soil amplification i

is present, a site-specific spectrum-should be developed.

The final product of the hazard assessment, as shown in Figure
III-1, is the " hazard curves" themselves, typically in terms of
the annual frequency of excoadance vs. a motion parameter like
-peak ground acceleration. It is important to note that embedded
implicitly in the hazard-curve presentation is a specific
spectral shape used in the earlier parts of the analysis --- the
results of the hazard methodology include both the hazard curves
and the spectral shape (s).

In concluding this brief summary description of the hazard
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methodology, it must be pointed out that a number of technical
[ issues have not even been mentioned, because the summary has been
[ intended mainly to introduce the various broad sources of

information needed for seismic hnzard analysis knd why they are
uncertain.'

Evkluation: All of the above steps are easy to describe broadly.
However, as mentioned, their implementation leads to major
uncertainties. The crucial eroblem is that the data available

;

[ are not sufficient to differentiate amona a larae number of
L reasonable models develoned by exnerts anoroachina this analysis

eroblem from different norsnectives. The Brookhaven guide (Ref.
Brookhaven, 1985) states the situation succinctly: "The develop-
ment [of a seismic hazard model) is a product of scientific
interpretation of uncertain and incomplete physical evidence on
geological structures, tectonic processes, and seismicity."
Therefore, reasonable exoerts differ in their assessments, and

[ selecting which expert is correct is difficult.

-- Here we will not provide details on the specific issues on which .

'

the experts disagree --- the NRC and EPRI assessment reports
should be referred to (Ref. Bernreuter,1989; EPRI/ Hazard, 1989).
Both the NRC and EPRI hazard projects have used the approach of
eliciting expert opinion in structured ways that attempt to
account for the wide divergence of opinion without either
suppressing minority views or overemphasizing them. How the
elicitation of expert opinion has been accomplished apparently

__

has some influence on the outcome of the assessments, although
this issue is also not clearly understood.

Suffice it to say that, from the perspective of a decision-
maker, a legitimate and wide divergence of opinion among experts

- cannot but be taken on its face as genuine " uncertainty" in the=

best meaning of that term. The fact that different models can
lead to PRA core-damage-frequency calculations differing by more
than a factor of 10 is simply a manifestation of the current !

'

state-of-the-art in this discipline.

.

III.D.2 Evaluation of the seismic local-around-motion and
buildina-motion methodoloav

Discussion of the Methodoloav: This phase of the analysis is
generally quite well developed, although when specific situations
are being analyzed there do remain uncertainties due-to random-

-variability and incomplete knowledge."

In this phase, the analyst usually starts with a family of
-- earthquake motions, either time histories or another charac-

terization, that are postulated to arrive at the local site from
afar (or, of course, perhaps from directly below the site).
Usually, several different earthquake " sizes" are calculated, by
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scaling the time histories up or down anchored to different zero-
period accelerations. The objective is to work out the local
motion at the location of each significant item (equipment items 1

and structures) necessary for the safety of the power station.

of course, some items are located on the ground at grade level,
|

1

while others are at different elevations, either above or below '

grade. For these latter, it is necessary to develop what are
known as floor spectra, for each elevation in each important i
building.

There are.several individual issues here, each involving its own
methodology. . Because sites differ so much, not all of the issues
will be relevant to every site. It is not the purpose of this
discussion to cover the details of each aspect of the methodo-
logy: extensive discussion of the technical issues can be found '

elsewhere.

This part of the analysis begins with determining the ground
response frequency spectrum at the site, which is a function of Idistance from the earthquake source, the size of the earthquake, I

and local subsurface (especially soil) conditions (Ref. Brook-
I haven, 1985). Usually, generic broad-band spectra have been used" in PRAs, and this should be acceptable, provided they are j

applicable to local soil conditions. If the local soil produces '

auch amplification, the analyst should develop a site-specific
|response spectrum (Ref. Bernreuter, 1987). '

If structural foundations are on rock or stiff soil, their
motions should be the same as for the free field. On soft soil,
the soil-structure coupling can change both the frequencies and

ithe Splitudes of the motion entering the building. For example, '

it is necessary to account for such factors as soil shear modulus
1and-damping. Soil-structure interaction models (Ref. Johnson,

Schewe, & Maslenikov, 1984; Shieh, 1985) are gaite reliable if
all of-the relevant site factors have been considered. It is iespecially important for the analyst not to cake as necessarily '

correct the models used in the design, sine,e these may contain
|conservatisms or other errors which would not be a realistic |representation of behavior in an actual carthquake. I

Transmission of the motion within the structure must be deter-
mined, from the foundation to any given elevation and location.
This entails the development of a structural model for the
building, unless the analyst can rely on a model developed
earlier, such as in the original design or for the safety
analysis report. As elsewhere, it would not be correct for the
analyst to use uncritically the floor response spectra found in
the design analysis or safety report, since these will in all
likelihood be highly conservative.

In developing realistic floor spectra, it is typical to use
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linear dynamic analysis for the structure, and then to account
for non-linear effects by estimating the inelastic energy
absorption capacity of each component, so that the response for
the equipment iten represents the floor spectrum modified to
account for how each equipment iten responds in frequency space. '

The modifications account for several factors specific to each
iten such as damping and sodal re se combination --- all of
which have_ variability which aus included in the analysis.

I

Earthquake variabilities are usu ecounted for by using
several time histories, each of ch captures the correlations
properly for itself the set of time histories capture, as an
ensemble, the variability from earthquake to earthquake.
Guidance on carrying out this aspect can be found an several
references (Ref. Bohn, 1984; Brookhaven, 1985; Kennedy, 1981),
and discussion of a computer code specially developed for this
analysis can be found in a Lawrence Livermore report that was
part of their SSMRP project (Ref. Johnson /SMACS, 1981).

Evaluation: As a summary of the state-of-the-art, it is a fair
conclusion that while uncertainties are certainly present in this
aspect of the analysis, from both variabilities and modeling
approximations, the analytical approaches for the several topics !

'

are all generally well-developed and robust in the hands of
experienced analysts.

III.D.3 Evaluation of the walkdown methodoloav

Discussion of walkdown issues Among seismic-PRA analysts, the
plant walkdown is considered to be almost the most crucial
aspect. A well planned and effectively executed walkdown can
provide vital'information about the plant configuration, specific
spatial relationships, anchorages, and other features that cannot
be found any other way --- and without which neither the seismic-
capacity analyst nor the systems analyst can properly perform the ,

required work.

Among the most important benefits of the walkdown is the inter-
action that occurs among the systems analysis team, the seismic-
capacity analysis team, and the utility staff. These three
groups should be working together throughout the seismic-PRA
effort, but their. interactions are nost crucial during the
walkdown, when each can assist the others in identifying the more
important issues and screening out the less important. This is
one of the major lessons learned in the past few years: the
earliest seismic PRAs suffered because these interactions among
analysts were insufficient, whereas today no seismic PRA would be
considered competent without the significant analyst interaction
that has become a central element of the walkdown.

Another crucial benefit of the walkdown is that the seismic-
III - 14
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capacity team can determine, for each important item (structure
or equipment), whether that item is " typical" of its generic
category, or somehow atypical or even unique. If it is judged to
be " typical", then information from the broad class in which the
item fits can often be used, eliminating the need for special
analysis. If an " outlier" component or structure is identified,
it can be given the special attention that it deserves.

Still another benefit of the walkdown is the opportunity for the
systems-analysis team to understand just how the operating crew
has been trained to carry out its tasks, especially during
emergencies. This understanding is crucia3 to the development of

-

correct event trees and fault trees.

The literature now contains excellent guidance on how to plan and
carry out a walkdown (Ref. Brookhaven, 1985; Budnitz/ Margins,
1985; Prassinos/ Margins, 1986; EPRI/ Margins, 1988). As an
example, an extensive table in the Brookhaven guide (Table 9.3.5
in Brookhaven, 1985) is especially useful, since it provides a
list, for almost every category of equipment, of what to look for
and why.

Evaluation: The methodology for seismic-PRA walkdowns is now
very mature. The guidance is sufficiently detailed, and the
number of teams that have accomplished an excellent walkdown is
large enough, that a new team should have no difficulty in
learning the approaches that work best.

III.D.4 Evaluation of the seismic failure mode and fracility
methodoloov

The seismic fragility methodology is the methodology for cal-
culating the capacity of individual structures and equipment
items, and from that capacity the " fragility curve" for each item
and the correlations among these.

For each item, there are two different aspects of the analysis,
the definition of " failure and the determination of the fragi-a

lity.

Discussion on determininc " failure" modes: Before capacity can
be determined, " failure" must be defined. For a structure it
would usually be severe buckling or collapse that could com-
promise the safety equipment within, or collapse that could f all
onto and damage equipment. " Failure" usually does not include
minor structural damage. The decision about what constitutes
" failure" must be made by the structural analyst on a case-by-
case basis, with the advice of a competent systems analyst, and
considering the specific safety equipment and safety functions
that would be vulnerable. Sometimes more than one failure mode
will be considered in the analysis. This aspect of the methodo-
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logy, identifying structural failure modes, is quite reliable and
useful. This is especially true if a. conservative assignment of
afailure" is adequate.

For an-item of equipment, " failure" means the inability to
perform its safety function --- inability of a valve to close or
open, of a pump to pump, of a battery rack to provide DC power,
and so on. Sometimes " failure" can involve a transient phenome-
non with no lasting damage, such as relay chatter that affects
other equipment functions. The definitions are highly indivi-
dualized for specific equipment items, and as with structural
failures.must be assigned with the advice of a competent systems
analyst.

Evaluation: Today, the assignment of failure definitions is
generally a robust and reliable aspect of the seismic-PRA
methodology. Guidance on this aspect can be-found in the
procedures guides.

Discussion on fracility analysis: The fragility of a component
is usually defined as the conditional frequency of its failure as
a function of a response parameter, which in seismic PRAs is
usually an acceleration parameter, such as peak ground ac-
celeration or local spectral acceleration. Usually, a family of
" fragility curves" is generated, as described fully in the
procedures guides (Ref. NRC, 1983; Brookhaven, 198 5) . These
fragility curves are typically characterized mathematically by
lognormal expressions, anchored to median values and using
various uncertainty parameters to capture both variability from
randomness and uncertainty from lack of knowledge (Ref. Kennedy,
1980; Kennedy & Ravindra, 1984).

A thorough discussion will not be presented here covering either
the standard mathematical formulation or its pitfalls. Suffice

,

it to say that the use of lognormal mathematics is known to be an
erroneous approach in the tails of the lognormal distributions,
even when the lognormal shape adequately describes the data in
the main parts of the distribution. The lognormal is used mainly
for its calculational convenience.

There are three sources of information that can be relied on to
develop a family of fragility curves for an item: test data,
data from real earthquake experience, and analysis. For a
structure, analysis is usually used, since structures are all so
individualized and since they are more amenable to calculation
given a determination of the important failure mode (s).
For equipment, reliance on test and experience data is the common
approach. There are extensive data compilations in existence
now, too numerous even to list here as references. Good recent
lists of data references are in the reference lists of the two
NRC seismic margins reports (Ref. Budnitz/ Margins, 1985; Pras-
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sinos/ Margins, 1986) and the EPRI margins report (Ref. EPRI/ Mar-
gins,_1988). *

Recently, the use of earthquake experience data to supplement
test data has become common, and this has strengthened the
ability of analysts to anchor their analyses to real-world

iexperience.. Also, there-are enough practitioners doing this kind iof analysis today that a variety of independent viewpoints arei

being brought to the analysis of equipment fragility. '

one key outcome of this expanded activity is that some important
items of equipment are now known to be generically quite rugged.
This knowledge-is embedded in a set of screening tables for
seismic capacity, that can be found in the NRC and EPRI seismic
margin reports (Ref. Prassinos/ Margins, 1986; EPRI/ Margins,
1988). Using these tables, analysts can screen out certain items

<

as rugged provided that the various conditions are met for each i

individual item so that it qualifies as a member of the ensemble
represented.

Despite the major progress, some uncertainties remain for mar.y iitems of equipment. Specifically, there are still many unknowns, ,

or differences among approaches, or different ways to interpret
the underlying data --- so that different analysts will produce
different capacities and fragility curves for the identical
equipment item.

An illustration of this is the recent comparison (Ref. Kennedy,
1989) among four expert analysts of their calculations for five
specific items: a flat-bottom vertical water storage tank, an
auxiliary contactor for a motor starter in an older motor control
center, a starting air tank, a component-cooling heat exchanger,
and a. cantilevered reinforced block wall. Specific' design
details and failure mode assumptions were provided as input. Theapproach was for the experts to do independent calculations
first, then to compare and review the results to identify sources
of differences, and finally to revise the calculations as
appropriate. After the second round, the calculated median
capacities differed, from the highest to the lowest of the
experts, by factors in the range of about 1.5 for most of the
components *. If.the median of the four experts is considered as

* For the so-called "HCLPF (High-sonfidence-of-Low-Erobabi-
lity-of-Iailure) capacity" the ratio from highest to lowest
among the experts was in the range of about 1.3 to 1.4. The
HCLPF capacity is the capacity at the point on the
fragility curve representing a 95% confidence of a 5%
probability of failure, and is a figure-of-merit in seismic-
margin reviews. Calculating HCLPF capacities is described
in the seismic-margin-review literature (Ref. NRC/ Margins,
1986; EPRI/ Margins, 1988; and Kennedy, 1988).
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a rough "best estimate", this means that the highest and lowest
.

calculations by the experts differ by about i 20% to i 25%. (For
a typical' eastern-U.S. site, the hazard curve frequencies differ
by factors of about 2 to 3 when the acceleration differs by
factors of 1.3 to 1.5, so if a single component completely
dominates a given sequence, core-damage frequency would vary by a
factor of about 2 to 3.)

The lesson from this comparison is that the determination of
seismic fragility curves, even by the most qualified experts,
will still result in non-negligible differences, which can only
be considered, for the purposes of overall PRA analysis, to be
" uncertainty" in the best meaning of that term.

Evaluation: Based'on the above discussion, we conclude that
there is still some variability in the calculation of fragility
parameters for items of equipment such as those cited in the test
comparison study. This variability usually propagates through to
modest uncertainties (but sometimes to significant uncertainties,
especially where test data are limited) in the bottom-line risk
results such as core-damage frequency.

Therefore, while we conclude that the fragility estimates are
reasonably good for many purposes, such as identifying the few
important contributors at a plant, it is important not to take
the numerical fragility values as implying too much accuracy.

III.D.5 Evaluation of the seismic-PRA systems analysis
methodoloov

The objective of the systems-analysis methodology is as follows:
Given which equipment is damaged by the earthquake (typically
with a probability distribution), the analyst must determine
which core-damage accident sequences may result, and the core-
damage frequencies for each.

Discussion of the Methodoloav: The systems-analysis work is
broadly similar to traditional PRA systems analysis for internal
initiators. It uses the same tools and types of data, and the
same way of setting up the analysis and solving it numerict.lly.
The following paragraphs will point out a few special considera-
tions.
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Logically,* the analyst should begin with the results of the
seismic fragility analysis, which will have determined which
structures and equipment have been damaged by the postulated iearthquake (as a function of earthquake " size" in terms of, say,
peak ground acceleration, frequency, etc.). The systems analyst

~ must then take into account issues such as the random (non-
earthquake-caused) likelihood that other vital equipment might be
out-of-service due to testing, maintenance, operator error, or |failure; possible correlations among failures; and the procedures F

:used by the operators, including their ability to recover '

certain earthquake-damaged or failed equipment, or to substitute
other equipment,

_

or to perform the needed function another way.
The systems analysis requires developing one or more accident
sequence event trees, that include the various functions or
systems needed for safe shutdown, possible operator prevention j
and recovery actions, and the like. The success-or-failure inumerical values on the event-tree branch points are then worked
out using either data or fault trees. If we assume that the I

-

k analyst has access to a completed internal-initiators PRA, then
!direct use can be mace of such vital information as the emergency

-

procedures and the support-system matrix. (Support systema such
,

'

as AC power, instrument air, service water, and so on support the
vital front-line equipment.) Otherwise, the analyst must developthis information anew. If fault trees from an internal-initiatoranalysis are used, they must be modified somewhat to account for
location correlations and to introduce different failure modes.

.

The outcome of the systems analysis is the numerical value of
core-damage frequency (actually, a density function that captures
uncertainties) for each of several (usually discrete) earthquake
sizes.

.!

There are four special issues to discuss here: correlations amona
failures, relav chatter, desian and construction errors, and
operator resnonse.

_

Correlations amona failures: The problem of analyzing correla-
- tions among earthquake-induced failures can sometimes be hard._

The usual assumption, which seems obviously appropriate, is that
_

The term " logically" is used here because, in practice, the*

process is not quite as linear as described in this para- 4
'

graph, but rather is much more iterativo: the systems
analysts and the seismic-capacity analysts will have been
working together from the start to screen out certain
potential issues, develop input information on others, and-

help each other to focus on the issues deemed important.
There will have been several iterations in any well-designed
seismic-PRA study.,
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the earthquake motion coming into the site will affect all
buildings in a fully correlated way. However, at different
locations in a building, and certainly in different buildings,- |

this correlation is diluted by intervening factors. Typically,
the assumption is made of complete correlation in tlw response
for nearby and similar equipment subject to the same floor
motion. However, different equipment types, even if located in
close proximity, are usually assigned only minor if any response
correlation. Furthermore, even high response correlation doesn't
-imply high capacity correlation, which would arise when, for
example, two valves come from the same manufacturer and the same
assembly line. 1.

I

The problem for the analyst is that there is only very limited )

experimental information, from either testing or actual earth- :

quakes, upon which to rely. Therefore, while the methodoloav for
coping with correlations is well-developed (Ref. Ravindra, 1984;
Reed, 1985), the underlying knowledge needed to perform the
calculations is typically inadequate. The usual fallback
approach is to perform a sensitivity analysis, for example
assuming complete correlation and then complete independence and
ascertaining what difference these two assumptions make. The
difference is then taken as representing a measure of the uncer-
tainty in the final results.

Care must be taken about correlations not only in the central
-values but in the uncertainties. If neither of two parameters is
-known well, but what little is known comes from the same data
set, the correlation in the uncertainty can be high.
Whenever the-accident sequences of concern involve components for
which correlation might or might not be large, this issue is one
of the important sources of uncertainty in the overall analysis.
(Conversely, if a key sequence is doninated by a single failure, ;

or by two failures of very different kinds --- a large yard tank
together with a battery rack would be examples --- both response
and capacity correlations should be minor and the' sensitivity of
the results also minor.)
To summarize, while the methodology for this aspect of the
analysis certainly exitts in an adequate form, the underlying

!data are often inadequate, so that uncertainties in the final PRA
results can sometimes be important from the issue of correlation.

Relav chatter: The issue of relay chatter was not analyzed at
all in the first several seismic PRAs (early 1980s). Instead,

the assumption was made that all relay chatter was recoverable by
the operating crew, which assumption is tantamount to assuming no
chatter. Recently, however, this issue has received significant
attention. An NRC-sponsored study of chatter at two power plants
(Ref. Budnitz, Lambert, &' Hill, 1987) demonstrated that if there
is no operator recovery the chattering of relays could lead to
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_

core-damage accident sequences.with high annual frequencies.
This study also developed and used a methodology for examining
relay-chatter issues in the context of a full-scope PRA. The( recent Diablo Canyon PRA (Ref. PG&E, 1988) included a thorough
examination.of relay chatter, which was found to be a significant

_ issue in the study. Also, the currently ongoing seismic margin
review at Plant Hatch, jointly undertaken by EPRI, NRC, and the
utility has examined this issue thoroughly (Ref. Moore, Wooten, &
Kassawara, 1988). Furthermore, the. test data base on seismic
capacities for relay chatter has become more and more extensive.

1

'~ A summary of the relay-chatter issue as of today is that (1) an
acceptable methodology does exist for treating it properly; and !

that (2) the issue should not be ignored, because it certainly
has a potential for contributing significantly to the overall
seismic risk. j

j

Denian and construction errors: The seismic-PRA methodology does
not systematically take into account possible design and con- '

,

struction errors, except in the rare case that such an error mayr

be identified during.the walkdowns or the study of design '

drawings. This may seem like a serious flaw in the methodology.
In actual fact, there is no way to know whether or not it is!
The only consolation for the analyst (and the decision-maker) is
that these omissions are directly parallel to possible omissions
in-the rest of PRA, such as in the analysis of internally-
initiated accidents, where possible design errors affecting the
configuration of systems are also not accounted for properly
either. This is not an excuse, but rather a generic weakness of
all PRAs. Of course, a rigorous pre-operational testing program
should identify most of these errors.

!

Onerator resoonse: It seems likely that, during and after a
strong-motion earthquake, the ability of control-room operators
to perform their assigned tasks without error should be substan-
tially degraded, due to high levels of stress and confusion._

This issue has been examined recently (Ref. Budnitz, Lambert, &
Hill, 1987), and a model has been proposed to account more effec-
tively for possible high operator stress. However, this issue

-- does not have as much effect on the results of PRAs as might be 1

thought at first, principally because in PRAs the assumption is
commonly made that no credit is allowed for operator control
actions during the early minutes --- often for as long as a half-
. hour --- after a large earthquake. By that time, things should 3

have settled down (literally and figuratively), so that the
= normal PRA methodology for analyzing operator errors should

apply. Based on this, the general consensus is that the
operator-response aspect of the methodology, while of not as
strong as ultimately desired, is as robust (more-or-less) as the
approach for operator error analysis used in internal-initiators
PRA studies. ''

-
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Evaluation of the avsta==-Analysis Methodoloav: As mentioned
in itsbriefly above, the seismic systems sub-methodology is,is that'isbasic outline, a variant of the' type of systems analys'.

now a well-developed, nature PRA discipline. While certain
issues must be specially treated, every aspect of the methodo-
logy, including. correlations, relay chatter, and operator
response, is fully within the routine capability of PRA analysts.
Therefore,.we conclude that any competent PRA systems analyst can
perform this work, with no special training and only the minimal i

guidance that is readily available and easily learned. )

|

Evaluation of the seismic-PRA consecuence/ releaseIII.D.6
methodoloav

1

Discussion of the Methodoloav: The objective of the seismic-PRA j

consequence / release methodology is to calculate, for various
earthquake " sizes" associated with various probabilities of core j

damage,'the conditional probability that the accident will evolve
[

into a " radiological. release" scenario.,

'

This-conditional probability differs from one postulated core- *

damage accident sequence to the next. Therefore, each sequence

L requires separate treatment, depending on which items of safety i,

l equipment have been damaged by the postulated earthquake, which .

!

operator actions have contributed to the damage or mitigated the
situation, which equipment has failed from other (non-seismic)
causes, and so on. The size of the release alro obviously
depends on how phenomena develop both within t!.e primary system |

|and in containment after core damage begins; how ex-plant
radiological dispersion phenomena develop; and how sheltering and i

Jevacuation are accomplished.

.It is important that the analysis team consider a few special |
. issues, such as the possibility that the earthquake may affect

L containment' integrity, either for the structure itself or, more a
'

likely, for the penetrations or other. ways in.which integrity can
|-

.be compromised.

Also, if the earthquake has caused extensive damage offsite, such
as to roads, buildings, and bridges, or widespread panic among.

L 4

,the public, the effect of these issues on emergency evacuation |

aust be assessed. |
,

Evaluation of the Methodoloav: The consequence / release methodo- |
l logy is, in its basic outline, a variant of the type of level-2 i

iand level-3 analysis that is now a well-developed, nature PRA
discipline. .The methods and data.used are similar or identical,
including the use of containment event trees (or accident-
progression event trees, as they are now often called) and

L

| offsite consequence codes. While a few issues must be specially
treated, we conclude that any competent PRA level-2/ level-3
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analysis team can perform this work, with no special training.
Becacos some of the special issues --- such as offsite-damage and
panic and their effect-on evacuation --- are difficult and highly-
uncertain, the reliability and usefulness of the results can be
significantly compromised. This is not a fault of the methodo-

Jlogy per me, but rather a potential.for the analyst to be
incomplete in developing all of the issues fully.

III.E Evaluation of the " Bottom-Line" Results for Core Damaae
Freauency and Offsite Risk, and the Kev Risk Insichts

The numerical uncertainties in the bottom-line results can
certainly be large (plus-or-ninus more than one order of
magnitude or more is common). This is due to several factors in
the various sub-methodologies, but dominantly due to the
uncertainty in the hazard evaluation. The uncertainty in'the

ifragility estimates per se contributes smaller amounts to the
overall uncertainty. Perhaps the other major source of possible
uncertainty would arise when several components must fail
together to cause the accident sequence, and the correlations
among them are not understood well --- the differences between
assuming full correlation and zero correlation can also amount to
about an order of magnitude difference in core-damage frequency
in some cases.

Despite the numerically large uncertainties, these uncertainties
should generally dst invalidate the key insights concerning
potential earthquake-related vulnerabilities. These insights
include.the identification of specific equipment and structural !

-

weaknesses, includina weaknesses in comoonents and systems not ;

soecifically desianed or aualified aaainst earthauakes, specific
non-seismic-initiated failures and human errors that may

' contribute to.a key sequence, the possible role of' post-earth-
quake operator recovery actions, whether a given sequence would
have major or only minor offsite-release consequences, and
(almost most importantly) the places where support-system
vulnerabilities can compromise different safety systems in
subtle ways.

One of the major lessons from seismic PRAs is that an integrated
examination of the plant, by a team including both seismic-
capacity engineers and systems engineers, can be of major benefit
in identifying issues that neither type of expert could find
alone.

Another major benefit is that an integrated examination of
seismic issues in the context of the rest of the clant's safety
functions and systems is crucial --- and PRA analysis can
accomplish this integrated examination very well.
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IV. EXTERNAL FIDODING*

IV.A Eurarnarv Evaluation

Because PRAs have occaslosally identified core-damage accident -l
isequences laltlated by very_- high. external floodtag as among the

important contributors at a few muclear power. plants,:the smalysis
of floodlas cammet be neglected as a part of external laltlators -
PRA. Fortunately, for most- plaats the analysis eaa be an abbrevi- 1
sted or screenlag analysis demonstratlag that the plaat layout and
destga : are very well protected agalast - floodtag. For only a few
plaats will a more searly full scope analysis be required.

This summary will provide an overview evaluation of the reliability y
and usefulness of external floodlag PRA methods and results. Its i
summary statements are supported la the smala text below, i

,

1) How reliable is the floodine hazard methodolonvt The answer
depends somewhat on the type of flooding phenomenoa. For most -
of the' phenomena,- and for floodtog heights up to- cr act too far .i
above the historical record, the methodology eas' reliably. provide
site-speelfic answers to the question, "What is the manual frequency
of flooding (Fr) up to flood level X?" Extrapolation methods much
beyond the bl4torical record at a given site possess dislaished
reliability. Be:ause our historical record is usually on the order of
about. .one century (often less, if records are poor), calculated
values of Fr much below about 0.01/ year become lacreastogly ,

-difficult to support. Modest extrapolations, of perhaps one order ;
of magnitude to the range of 0.001/ year, can be supported la some ''

cases when the model for the flooding phenommenon is well mader- <

stood.
:

In the above range (reliably down to Fr values sear 0.01/ year, less
reliably down to about 0.001/ year), the flood hasard results are
reliable. For Fr values much below about 0.001/ year, the very
broad uncertalaties la the analytical models Implies that the

The scope of this . chapter covers external floods, meaning
floods arising outside a- nuclear power plant from external
sources of water. The flooding phenomena under considera-
tion nostly arise from " acts of god" such as high river or
lake water, extreme precipitation, ocean flooding, tsunamis,
seiche phenomena, and the like. A few aan-made events can
cause external flooding, principally due to the failure of
dams, levees, and dikes.
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reliability'of these values is much poorer.

For a few phenomena, the sitaation is somewhat betten Spect-
fically, la analyslag local precipitation it is of ten feasible to obtale

,

[ :more reliable extrapolations at a specific site by aslag regional
'' leformatles.- For das failures, use of the very large data base os

dans can sometimes allow reliable extrapolations of Fr down to
gutte'small values if siellarity arguments can be supported soandly.
At some sites, extrapolation of Fr for other phenomena may be
supportable.

2) How reliable and useful are the floodine ~ avstems-analvsis
methodolony and the conseauence/ release . methodolomr? These ;

aspects of - the methodology, which are broadly similar to the . I

|' systems analysis methods of laternal lettiators PRA, are- highly
reliable and eseful. Specifically:

1

o Given a postulated flood large enough to breach a barrier and
damage _ some key- equipment, the methodology can reliably
quantify the conditional' probability (PCD) of core damage, Its
principal contributors, and their lateractive roles, lacludlag ,

'

equipment issues, on,erator-error issues, and operator recovery
issues."

o Gives a postulated core-damage accident the conditional probabl.
lity of radioactise releases (Pg) can be reliably deteralmed and
the results are highly useful,

o It is fully feasible to identify flood-related specific vulnerabilities
at a nuclear plant uslag this methodology. When a valserability-
is identified, the analysis is robust and can be used to suggest

[ alternative approaches to reducing the vulnerability, includlag
approaches that rely on operator recovery actions.

3) How reliable and useful are " bottom-line numbers" for core-
damane frecuency and offsite risk and how reliable- are the key

I' eneineerine inslehts? - Because the flood-hazard methodologies are
reliable only la the range above, say, about Fr = 0.001/ year, core-

J damage freguescles dependent on smaller Fr values will have large
L uncertalaties.- Slace the frequency . of core damage, F isCD,

| ' roughly the product of Fr times PCD, values of FCD are tellable
and eseful only lf they are constituted from Fr values above about

| 0.001/ year.
t

Despite possibly large uncertaistles la the bottom-Ilse risk results,
I these uncertalatles should not generally lavalidate any lasights that

may be ' obtained about floodlas valserabilities. That is, if the

analysis reveals combinatloss of failures that can give rise to a
safety, concera, these should be robust despite ascertalaties is the

1 aumerical results.
L

,
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'IV.B Introduction

Different types of sites.are prone to different external-flooding
phenomena. The following, taken from Kimura and Budnitz (Ref.

; Kimura &" Budnitz , 1987), describes the wide range of flooding
issues at different types of sites:

o all sites: flooding due to severe local precipitation
and runoff effects on the site ~itself;

't

o. river sites: flooding due to too much water in the
river (from precipitation runoff, etc.)

o river sites: flooding due to a dam failure (which
itself- could be due to too much water in the river);

o ocean.~ estuarine sites: flooding due to combinations of.
high tides, wave effects, high wind-driven water
levels, surges, seiches, etc.;

o ocean sites: flooding due to a tsunami;

o lake sitgni flooding due to combinations of high lake
water level,-wave effects, high wind-driven ~ water
levels, surges, seiches, etc.;

31 o all sites: flooding due to earthquake-induced effects,
such as landslides, dam failures, tsunami-type effects.

lit-is important to consider combinations of.the above phenomena.
At some sites, the very largest floods may.not be due to an
extremely unlikely occurrence of one of the phenomena, but rather,

to-less extreme occurrences of more than one, in combination, at-
the same place and time. When considering the probabilities, the
analyst'and decision-maker must be cognizant'of this' issue.

As discussed in the introductory chapter, this paper is Dat
intended'to be an in-depth technical ~ review of the subject
matter,-but rather an in-depth evaluation of the reliability and
usefulness of the results and insights from external-initiator
-PRA.

The technical approach here, which builds on recent work accom-
plished under NRC support at Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory-(Ref. Kimura & Budnitz, 1987), is'to perform a more in-
depth evaluation. The thrust is to identify and describe the
principal aspects of the current state-of-the-art PRA methodo-
logy, what aspects are more robust and therefore provide the most
reliable insights, what aspects are less robust and therefore
provide'less reliable insights, and why.
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The product of the study is intended to be an evaluation of the
PRA methodology-for_ external flooding, concentrating on the sub-
methodologies and on how these sub-methodologies are combined
together to provide overall PRA results and insights. There is
guidance in the literature about how to perform a flood PRA,
which can-be referred to for more details (Ref. NRC, 1983; Oconee

, PRA, 1984; Brookhaven, 1985).

IV.'c Descriotion of the Methodolouv

~ The overall methodology for probabilistic evaluation of external
' flooding consists of three sub-methodologies, which are combined
together. The three arat

o the flood hazard methodoloav, which determines the
frequency per year (F ) of a flood large enough toFcause damage to equipment at the nuclear power plant.

o the flood resoonse methodoloav or systems analysis,
which determines the probability (Pco), given a flood
large enough to cause more than minimal damage, that a
core-damage accident will occur. Pco is a conditional
probability with values _between 0 and 1.

'the. flood consecuence or release analysis, whicho
determines the probability (Pa), given a core-damage
accident from flooding, that the accident will evolve
into a " radiological release" scenario. Pg is a
conditional probability, and has different values for
different accident sequences.

We will use the following definitions, following the notation
used in Kimura and Budnitz (Ref. Kimura & Budnitz, 3987) --- here
the parameter f represents the " size" (usually-the high water
. level)'of the flood:

frequency per year of a flood large enough toFr(f) =

cause damage to the nuclear power plant, as a
function of f;

probability as a function of f that a core-Pco(f) "

damage accident will occur;

probability, given a core-damage accidentPa(f) "

from extreme flooding with size f, that the
accident will evolve into a " radiological
release" scenario. Pg is usually different
from one accident sequence to the next.
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We also define the following frequencies for reactor accidents: j
,

Fco frequency per year of an accident involving=
|

core damage;
)

Fn frequency per year of an accident involving a j'=

significant release of radioactivity.

Clearly, Feo is obtained by an integration over flood sizes of
Fr(f) times Pco(f). Also, Fn-is obtained by multiplying,
sequence-by-sequence, the value of Peo for a given sequence by PR
for that sequence, and then summing over similar sequences
characterized by similar releases.

These multiplication operations are a simplification because they
assume that there is no correlation or coupling between the three
terms, F, Pco , and Pg. The absence of coupling may not alwaysF
be correct,-although this simplification seems very reasonable,
and is the approximation made in all flooding probabilistic
analyses in the literature.

Of course, no large flood at any nuclear power plant has been
sufficiently damaging to cause serious safety problems. That is,
the floods that have occurred have been too small to cause
trouble. Therefore, the empirical data base is not sufficient to
provide information for the analysis discussed here. All three
of the quantities' (Fri PcD, and Pn) 'can only be determined from I

calculations using limited data coupled with models of what might
occur in extremely unlikely situations.

In the next sub-sections, we will discuss and evaluate each of
the three sub-methodologies in turn: the flood hazard methodo-
logy, the resnonse methodology (systems analysis), and the
consecuence or release analysis.

IV.D Evaluation of Flood Hazard Sub-Methodolooies

The task of the flood hazard methodology is to calculate Fra
whose definition was introduced above as the frequency per year !

of a flood large enough to be of concern to the nuclear power
plant.

Fr is a function of flood " size", usually given in terms of flood
water elevation. At any given site, the values of Fr will depent

| on which phenomenon (or combinations of phenomena) are con-
sidered. Also, for a given elevation of extreme flood water, the
analyst's knowledge of Fr is never exact, so the analysis of Fy
should provide a distribution rather than a point value to
capture the uncertainty in the state of knowledge.

IV - 5



In the introduction, several different flooding phenomena were
discussed, depending on the site (ocean, river, lake, etc.) and
including. extreme precipitation also. We shall eva19 ate each
flooding phenomenon separately in turn.|

Before discussing the individual phenomena, it is important to
make five general observations.

The first and most important general observation was made in the
introduction above. It is that no large flood at any operating
nuclear power plant has ever caused a serious accident. While
minor floods have occurred from time to time, and " major"
flooding has affected a few sjtes, there have been no accidents.
This attests, by-and-large, to the efficacy of the flood-protec-
tion criteria used in plant design, and tells us that in working-
out Fr the analyst is. essentially always dealing with postulated
floods larger than the historical record at a given site. What
this means is that Fr can only be determined from analysis, based
on limited historical data together with a model to extrapolate
to the larger and much less probable floods of concern.

The second important observation involves the fact that, except
for precipitation analysis, flooding analysis typically deals
with a single parameter ---- floodwater height --- as its figure-
of-merit. This height is then compared to the site features
(river bank, dike height, ocean or lake shoreline, etc.). Once

-flooding reaches a certain undesired height, it is assumed that
-the waters will flow to all elevations at that height. It is
then considered a trivial matter to determine which structures
and equipment are flooded. The important observation worth
noting here is that sometimes floodwater height alone may not be
a sufficient endpoint for the hazard analysis. Sometimes,.the
duration of the event can be important, such as for wind-driven
runup, wave effects, landslide-induced flooding, and so on.
Also, sometimes the total water volume may be limited, such as
for an upstream dam failure or a single-strike tsunami.

The third observation is that, while many of the types of
flooding are mutually exclusive --- for example, one need not
consider a tsunami together with a hurricane --- some of them are
known to occur together, and due consideration must be taken of
this issue where appropriate.

Fourth, on the units for Fr, we quote from Kimura and Budnitz
(Ref. Kimura & Budnitz, 1987):.

"The value of Fy has units of frequency ("avents per
year"), but since large floods are so rare one often
encounters discussions of the "100-year flood", "1000-
year flood", and so on. The correct way to think about
this terminology is as follows: although the "100-year
flood" is popularly thought to be the river flood that
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will recur every 100 years on the average, the correct
logic is that it is the flood level with a 1/10Cth !

chance (14 chance) of occurring in any given year. '

Thus it should be assigt.ed a frequency value of Fy = ,

0.01 per year." i

Finally, because there are significant uncertainties in the flood
hazard analysis, it is important that the methodology capture J
these. The flood hazard is generally expressed in terms or '

values of F, as a function of flood height. The uncertainty is ;
expressed as a distribution of Fr values at each given flood

|height, to capture the analyst's state of knowledga. Families of 1

curves are of ten used to show the functional relationships, with
different curves showing the 50th-percentile or median value of ,

.

Fr, the 5th, 25th, 75th and 95th percentile values, the mean
value, and so on.

IV.D.1 Floodina from Severe Local Rainfall
I

piscussion of the Methodoloavt The methodologies for this
phenomenon depend on modelling of intense local rain over very '

short time periods (a few minutes up to, say, an hour), coupled
with computer-based stochastic studies, such as Monte Carlo-type

,

analysis, to generate the likelihood of several severe rains in a
longer period, such as an 8-hour period. The limitations on
these methods are principally that not enough is known about the
correlations among severe short-duration storms. Attempts have

; been made to develop correlations, either spatial over short
distances or temporal over a few hours, based on rain gauge data ;

from several nearby stations. The notion is that one can develop
.understanding of how a severe storm might move (or not) in time. ;

Another consideration sometimes used in the analysis is that
there is a limit to the tot''. rain available in any storm system,
due to the finite size and cantent of the clouds. For a more i

detailed discussion the reader is referred to (Pef. Interagency '

Committee, 1986). '

There does not seem to be any thorough analysis of flooding from
severe local precipitation in any of the nuclear-power-plant PRAs
examined. The phenomenon, if treated at all, is usually dis-
missed on the basis of determinietic calculations, typically in
the St.fety Analysis Report.

!

Evaluatient For extreme precipitation, there is a general
consensus that some extrapolation beyond the site-soecific j

historical record, using data from other sites, can be justified
if the analysis method takes care to assure the comparability of
the data used to the site being studied. The problem with
determining Fr for the most extreme postulated rainfalls, say
below about 0.001/ year, is that the rarest events involve more
than one extreme phenomenon in time correlation,. and the correla-
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tions are neither understood from empirical information nor
modeled satisfactorily. No accepted model has ye.t been developed
--- even more importantly, the technical basis for such a model
is still not understood.

IV.D.2 River Floodina

Discussion of the Methodoloavt Numerous nuclear plants are sited
along rivers, and in some cases the risk from flooding requires
careful evaluation. (In other cases, the site is located so high
above the river that major flooding is, for all intents and
purposes, precluded).

The flooding design basis for most reactors is based on the Army
Corps of Engineers " Probable Maximum Flood" (PMT). Although the
method used for selecting the PMF is not directly linked to its
annual f requency or return period, typical annual frequency (Fr)
values for the PMF seem to be in the range from 0.01 to
0.001/ year (Ref. Kimura & Budnitz, 1987). Two recent and
prestigious studies have examined methods for assigning an annual
frequency to the PMr. One study, by a US government Interagency
Advisory Committee (Ref. Interagency Committee, 1986), was very
pessimistic about developing annual probabilities for river
flooding for recurrence intervals beyond a few hundred years,
corresponding to Fr values in the range of, say, 0.003 to
0.001/ year. The other study, under the auspices of a Committee
of the National Academy of Sciences (Ref. National Academy of
Sciences, 1988), was far more optimistic, believing that methods
do exist for making estimates down to the range of 0.001/ year or
even lower, if appropriate watershed data can be obtained.

A discussion of the issues can be found in the recent Livermore
study (Ref.Kimura & Budnitz, 1987). The fundamental problem is
that, when extrapolations beyond the historical record must be
made, there is a need to understand the correlations between
weather phenomena, which correlations are not understood well
theoretically nor known reliably from actual data in most areas.

Evaluation of the Methodolouvt Based on the available litera-
ture, it appears feasible to obtain values of Fr down to the
range of about 0.001/ year for at lost some river sites, where
data and a good flooding model allow for extrapolation of the
historical record. (Fr values near 0.001/ year represent extra-
polations of factors of 3 to 10 beyond the historical record.)
For lower Fr values, the reliability of the extrapolation is
probably poor, and the numerical values untrustworthy.
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IV.D.3 Ocean (Coastal and Estuarvi Flooding |
Damerietion of the Methodoloavr Numerous nuclear power plant
sites are located adjacent to oceans and salt-water estuaries. ;

While some coastal sites are located relatively high above the
sea, others are low enough that storm-flooding issues can be
important. For these sites, the flooding questions involve storm '

surges and waves running up onto the land. These usually occur
in association with extreme tides, hurricanes and other storms, t

.and possibly in association with very high rainfall. !

|
'

For most coastal U.S. sites, the historical record, going back
perhape a century or sometimes two or more, provides a reasonable
basis for limited extrapolations beyond the actual record. For
example, historical data for a longer section of coastline (say,
several hundred miles) can be used to strengthen the data base at i
the actual site itself. Of course, the uce of these extended
data requires developing a model of the specific site topography, -

both beneath the adjacent sea surface and on the land. ;
.

The largest coastal floods sometimes involve the coincident
,

arrival of a large storm surge when the tides are also very high.
Combining these two types of phenomena can be accomplished
analytically using a joint probability distribution. It is
necessary to know the extent of any correlations to perform a
robust analysis. This is a major difficulty for analyses that
attempt to push the extrapolations well beyond the historical
record. .Various extreme-value distributions have been used (Ref.St. Lucie PRA, 1987; Kimura & Budnitz, 1987).

Typically, estimates of flooding well beyond the historical I

record have large uncertainties, perhaps plus-or-minus a factor
of 5-to 10, sometimes more. This is due to the absence of an .

accepted methodology for making the necessary extrapolations.
These ut. certainties are not as large when use of extended
coastline data allows the analyst to extend his data base beyond ^

the specific site to a longer section of coast. However, while
, use of this approach can " extend" the data base by a factor of,
' say, about one order of magnitude, going well beyond one order of

magnitude inevitably involves modelling with its associated
unknowns.

Evaluation of the Methodoloavt Based on the above brief
discussion, the conclusions for coastal and estuarine flooding
are similar to those for river flooding, for a similar although '

slightly different reason: if it is necessary to develop values
of Fr well below the range of 1/100 to 1/300 per year, so that
the historical data base is not directly usable, the Fr valuesi

becomes less and less valid and useful.
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I IV.D.4 Tsunamis

Discussion of the Methodoloavt The issue here is to calculate
the frequer.cy per year that a tsunami might occur large enough to
threaten the reactor site. Usually, a boinding analysis will be
sufficient.

Although a tsunami can occur along any of the world's coastlines,
the threat to U.S. reactors is generally considered greatest for
those few reactor sites near the Pacific Ocean, where tsunami
events are much more frequent than elsewhere. (However, tsunamis
are not unknown in the Atlantict the major earthquake in 1755 in
Lisbon, Portugal produced tsunami effects along the entire
American Atlantic coast).
The historical data base for tsunamis extends for several hundred
years in both Pacific and Atlantic barins, with less reliable
datt going back somewhat further. Given a distant tsunami
arriving at a specific location, it is feasible to determine how
large a tsunami-induced flood will be, by considering the local
offshore subsurface topography. Usually, a deterministic
analysis is sufficient to assure that tsunami effects will not be
troublesome at a given site: that is, Fr is usually acceptably
small-based on conservative or deterministic analysis. If not,
it would be necessary to perform a response analysis, determining
which safety equipment and structures might be damaged and the
consequences for overall safe shutdown.

Evaluation: There exists no full-scope probabilistic tsunami
reactor analysis in the literature. However, such an analysis
would require a straightforward adaptation of PRA methods that
are well known and well within the capability of PRA analysts,
and of tsunami-flood-height zethods routine used in the engineer- *
ing community. Therefore, such an analysis should be both
reliable and useful.

IV.D.5 Lake Sitest Hiah Water Level. Suroes. Wave Effects

Discussion of the Methodoloavt In the U.S., this issue arises
mostly for the several reactors located on the Great Lakes. The
brief discussion here will therefore concentrate on Great Lake
sites, for which the problem arises due to the possible (rare)
combination of several effects such as storm-driven wave runup,
wind-generated waves, and an unusually high lake level.

of course, lake levels rise and fall over the years, for a
variety of reasons both natural and man-made. For the Great
Lakes, only slightly more than 100 years' data exist. While
extrapolations out to a few hundred years are routinely done for
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planning purposes, it is difficult to know how reliable these
are, especially in light of the rise in Great Lake levels over i

the past decade or so that is not well explained (Ref. National i

Geographic, 1987).

Effects of extreme winds, including both wind-driven waves and
'

wind setup along the shore, are often auch larger than the
variations in the lake levels themselvest for example, Lake
Michigan data cited by Kimura and Budnits (Ref. Kimura & Budnitz,
1987) show only about two feet difference between the 10-year
(known) and 500-year (extrapolated) lake levels in comparison to i

5-foot or even up to 10-foot effects from wind and wave phenomena
at certain sites.

i

Analysis of a given site requires knowing the subsurface topo-
graphy and local configuration. Theoretical understanding of
wind-wave effects is reasonably well grounded, and reliable for
modest extrapolations beyond the historical record.

Evaluatient The historical record can support Fr values down to
the range of about 0.01/ year. Extrapolations to another order of
regnitude, to the range of about 0.001/ year, can be made with
modest confidence. Beyond that, uncertainties become so great
that it would be difficult to rely heavily on analysis us:.ng such
extrapolations. ,

I

l

IV.D.6 Dan Failures

Discussion of the Methodolosvt The issue here is to calculate i

the likelihood that a nearby dam might fail, thereby causing
unacceptable flooding at the nuclear plant site. A generic data !
base exists on US dam failures, that categorizes dans into

,

several different types such as earthfill dams, concrete gravity
dams, and so on (Ref. Vanmarks & Bohnenblust, 1982; McCann &
Hatem, 1985). Use of this generic data base can be useful in
some circumstances, depending en how closely the specific dam
fits into the data base.

The mean value for all dams is a failure rate in the range
between about lod and 104 per year (Ref. Oconee PRA, 1984r
Kinura & Budnitz, 1987). However, for some modern dans that have
been extensively engineered, values even in.the range below about
10 / year range have been quoted (Ref. McCann & Boissonnada,4

1988), while for some poorly constructed older dams, values near
10 / year could be more nearly correct, since the actual dam4

failures observed are mostly in this group.

Evaluatient There does not seem to be any generally accepted
methodology for analyzing the dam-failure frequancy for a
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specific dam. Usually, a dan is considered as one of a class.
Whenever a bounding-type estimate is sufficient, this method
should be fully adequate based on a reasonable application of the
data base. If a realistic analysis is needed as a function of
extreme conditions, such as those leading to very low probabili-

4ties in the range below, say, 10 / year, the analysis must be
site-specific (and river-specific, of course) and would require
detailed engineering' studies. There are a very few such analyses
in the PRA literature (Ref. Oconee PRA, 1984; McCann & Boisson- i

nade, 1988). Their reliability and usefulness is probably ;

limited for failure frequencies in the range below, say, about !
lod / year. ;

!

'IV.E Evaluation of the Flood Resnonse Sub-Methodoloav ]
|

Discussion of the Methodoloavt The objective of the flood i

response methodology is to calculate, for various flooch, the i
probability of core damage, Pen, which was definea in the '

introductory sub-section as the probability that a core-damag. ;
accident will occur.

'
Pco is a true probability. It is obviously a function of the
type and size of the flood. Hence, the response analysis
proceeds by postulating floods of different types and " sizes", i
and calculating the value of Pco for each such " size", to develop
a functional relationship. !

1

A brief summary of the analyst's task is as follows: the work is [
very similar in broad outline to ordinary PRA systems analysis. ;

It uses-the same tools, the same type of data, and the same way
of setting up the analysis and solving it numerically. The :

following paragraphs will point out a few special considerations.

Typically, the flood-response analyst begins with the results of
'

the flood hazard analysis, because from those results it becomes
clear just'which types and " sizes" of flooding are important, in ;

terms of their annual probability of reaching whatever flood .

levels can cause damage. The analyst then chooses a few selected !

flooding scenarios of interest, and performs the response *

analysis for each scenario in turn.

As a hypothetical example, suppose that the result of the flood
hazard analysis is as follows: flooding to elevation 303 feet
has Fr = 0.01/yeart to elevation 306 feet Fr ' = 0.003/yeart and to
elevation 309 feet Fr = 0.001/ year.* The three elevations (303,

1

* Actually, the flood hazard analysis does not produce single
point-estimate values of Fr, but a distribution for each
flood level, our hypothetical example here gives point
estimate values only for simplicity.
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306, 309 feet) are chosen because at 303 feet water would
hypothetically submerge and damage equipment group X; at 306 feet
equipment group Y as well as group X; and at 309 feet equipment
group 5 also. Typically, the analyst must deal with only a few
discrete flood levels such as these.

Given the above, the analyst's task, assuming the flooding of
each equipment group (X; X and Yr X and Y and 2), is to calculate
Peo for each discrete flood level. The analysis usually assumes
that equipment submerged by the flood and not specially protected
against water will " fail". In the systems analysis, the analyst
must take into account issues such as the randon (non-flood-
caused) likelihood that other vital equipment might be out-of-
service due to testing, maintenance, operator error, or failure;
the warning time that can enable plant staff to secure certain
equipment and to place the plant in a safer stater the ability of
operators to recover certain flood-damaged or failed equipment,
or to replace it'with substitutes, or to find another way to
accomplish the needed function; and so on.

Sometimes, warning times may be long enough that the pl. tnt can be
confidently assumed to be shut down (hot or cold shutdown), so
that only the maintenance of the shutdown state need be con-
sidered. Also, in the hypothetical example above there may be
the possibility that other preventive actions (sandbagging, etc.)
can effectively prevent the undesired flooding, at least at the
lowest flood level (Lagt, 303 feet for our example).

To accomplish the above, an event tree is needed, showing the
various equipment needed for safe shutdown, possible operator i

Iprevention and recovery actions, and the like. The success-or-
failure values on the event-tree branch points are then worked
out using either data or fault trees. If wa assume that the
analyst has access to a completed internal-initiators PRA, then
direct use can be made of such vital information as the emergency
procedures and the support-system matrix (which support systems
such as AC power, instrument air, service water, etc. support
which front-line equipment), otherwise, the analyst must develop
this information anew.

The outcome of the analysis is the numerical value of P
density function that Captures unCGYtafnties) i

(actually, a PCD
for each (usually discrete) flood level of interest. '

Evaluation of the Methodoloav As mentioned briefly above, the
flood-response sub-methodology is, in its basic outline, a i

variant of the type of systems analysis that is now a well-
developed, nature PRA discipline. While certain issues must be
specially treated, every aspect of the methodology is fully
within the routine capability of PRA analysts. We conclude that
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any competent PRA systems analyst can perform this work, with no
special training and only the minimal guidance that is readily
available and easily learned.

IV.T Evaluation of the Flood Consesuance/ Release Sub-
Methodology

Discussion of the Methodoloavr The objective of the flood
consequence / release methodology is to calculate, for various
flood levels associated with various probabilities of core damage
( Peo) , the probability Pa, which was defined in the introductory
sub-section as the probability, given a core-damage accident
sequence from flooding, that the accident will evolve into a

,

" radiological release" scenario.

Pa is a true probability. It obviously differs for each dif-
forent core-damage accident sequence. Each sequence requires '

separate treatment, depending on which pieces of safety equipment
have been damaged by the flood, which other equipment has f ailed I

from other causes, which operator actions have contributed to the
damage or mitigated the situation, and so on. PR also obviously
depends on how phenomena develop both within the primary system
and in containment after core damage begins; how ex-plant
radiological dispersion phenomena develop; and how sheltering and
evacuation are accomplished.

Evaluation of the Methodoloavt The consequence / release methodo-
logy is, in its basic outline, a variant of the type of level-2
and level-3 analysis that is now a well-developed, nature PRA
discipline. The methods and data used are identical, including
the use of containment event trees (or accident-progression event
trees, as they are now often called) and offsite consequence
analysis codes. While a few issues must be specially treated, we
conclude that any competent PRA level-2/ level-3 analysis team can
perform this work, with no special training. '

of course, it is important that the analysis team consider a few
special issues, such as the possibility that the external
flooding (especially if associated with other natural phenomena
such as extreme winds or enormous rainfall) may affect contain-

,

ment integrity or ultimate heat-sink capability; may degrade the
recoverability of lost offsite power; may alter access and as-
sistance from off-site personnel; may modify ex-plant evacuation

i routes; may alter environmental transport or released radio-
| activity; and so on. Treating all of these issues is fully

within the capability of PRA analysts today.
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tIV.C Evaluation of the "Botton-Line" Results for core-Danaae

Fresuancy and Offsite Risk, and of the Kev Risk Insichts *

As the discussion above has indicated, there are limitations in
the accuracy of realistic estimates of the frequency of very
large and rare floods. Thus the " bottom-line" numerical results i

for core-damage frequency and offsite risks can have large -

numerical uncertainties to the extent that they rely on flood- ;

hazard frequency estimates for the rarest f2.oods.

However, the principal engineering insights depend only in part
'on the numerical botton-line results, and often Det in a major

way. These insights involve the identification of specific ,

structures and equipment'that may be vulnerable to flood-caused
damage, and of configurations of safety systems and functions ;
that, taken together, might lead to a core-damage accident. The
configurations of interest can include contributions from non-
flood-related failures and human errors, which can be identified

'using the full power of the PRA approach to do an integrated
analysis.

<

'

Therefore, we conclude that despite the numerically large
uncertainties in the " bottom-line" numbers, these uncertainties ;

should generally not invalidate the key insights concerning
potential flood-related vulnerabilities.

!

!
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V. EXTREME WINDS

V.A Summart Evaluatlan

Because PRAs have identified core damage accident sequences
.lettiated by extreme winds as among the important contributors at
a few seclear power plaats, the analysis of extreme winds cannot
be neglected as a part of external Initiators PRA. Fortmantely, for
most plants the analysis can be an abbrettated or acreentes
analysis demonstraties that the plant layout and design are very
well protected against extreme winds. For only a few plaats will a
more nearly full scope analysis be required.

This summary will provide an overtlew etaluation of the reliability
and usefulness of PR A methods for studving extreme winds. The
main text below will support its summary statements.

1) How reliable la the wind hazard methodolonv? Although the
site specific wind hasard curses used la PRAs .have sigalficant
numerical uncertalaties (up to about plus or mlaus one order of
megallude uncertalaty la some cases), the methodology is mature
and reasonably reliable.

2) _ How reliable la the framilltv methodolony for extreme winds?
This methodology has several different aspects:

o For unprotected equipment and for structures hasing poor
wind resistant capacity, a thorough walkdown is a reliable way
to identify and analyse these items,

For structures with as excellent wind resistant design basis,o
the methodology can reliably identify these structures and can
of ten screen them out without detailed analysis.

o For those structures for which further analysis is needed, the
deflaltion of structural "fallure" for PRA analysis purposes can
usually be properly deteralmed by experienced eagleeers.
However, if a realistic calculation of damage and failure
probability as a function of wind speed and other extreme-
wind parameters is needed, the analysis, although mature for
many structures, is difficult for some other configurations, and
there can sometimes be large uncertalaties la the samerical
results. Despite these occaslosal problems, developlag fragility
curves for structures is extreme wind loadlags is probably a
more robust discipline than the same analysis problem for
large earthqaakes.

VI
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e . le analyslag the 'fallure" of equipment within structures, it is
usually conservatliely assumed that structural "fallure",
however carefully defleed, impiles failure of all equipmest
dependent se er withis the structure, if more realistic
analysis is needed, the conclusloa will typically depend on the
experlesced judgment of the analyst, and is therefore subject
to possible sacertalmtles surroundlag this judgment.

o Terando alssiles have sever been found to be important
contributors la any PRA, se cesservative screenlag methods
have been adequate as as approach to the analysis, if these
screenlag methods are not adequate, methods de eelst that can
be used for detailed aaniysis of ladleidual structures and
equipment, and these methods are reliable la the hands of an
experienced analyst.

3) How reliable and ameful are the wind systema analvals methodo-
laev and the enaneamence/ release methodelses? These aspects of
the methodology are broadly stellar to the systems analysis
methodology for laternal laltlators PRA, and are highly reliable and

"
useful. Specifically:

o Glien a postulated extreme wind large enough to breach a
barrier and damage some key equipment, the methodology can
reliably quantify the conditional probability (PcD) 'I **F'

damage, its prlacipal contributors, and their lateractlie
aspects, includlag equipment lasses, operator-error issues, and
operator recovery issues. The prlacipal difficult issue is
determining dependescles among nearby items of equipment
damaged together: although the conservatlie assumption of full
correlation is usually adequate - for gross buildlag failure or
torando missile damage to outside equipment, if it is not
adequate a more realistic analysis can sometimes be quite
difficult.

o Given a postulated core damage accident, the coadillosal
probability of radioactlie releases (Pg) can be reliably
deteralmed and the consequences calculated. Special coa.
sideration is needed for a few lasses, such as possible
hamperlag of emergency evacuation procedures in the presence
of exteaslie wind caused damage,

di How reliable and ameful are 'bettom-Ilse ammbers" far care-
damaae freauenev and affalte risk. and the kew risk inalehts?
Although the sumerical ascertaistles la the bottom Ilse results can
be large (plus-or eleus one order of usageltude er slightly more
would not be uncommos), these sacertalettes should generally not
legalidate the key lasights conceralas potential wind related
vulnerabilities. Conversely, if no vulnerabilities are identitled and

,

the plaat is judged to be well designed against wind leltlated
accidents, this conclusloa should be quite robust despite the
numerical uncertalaties la the bottom line numbers.
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v.B Introduction

4 Different types of sites are prone to different extreme-wind
{ phenomena, including hurricanes, tornadoes, and extra-tropicali wind storms. Damage can be from the wind forces themselves, from

pressure differentials, or from wind-generated missiles. Here,
the characteristics of these different extreae-wind phenomena
will not be discussed in detail, because these are covered well
in several readily accessible documents (Ref. Kimura & Budnitz,
1983; NRC, 1983; Lawrence Livermore, 1989). Suffice it to point
out that at any given site it is important to begin by deciding
which of these potential wind hazards (perhaps allt) apply, and
why. ,

As discussed in the introductory chapter, this paper is Det
intended to be an in-depth technical review of the subject
matter, but rather an in-depth evaluation of the reliability and,

usefulness of the results and insights from external-initiator
PRA.

The technical approach here, which builds on recent work accom-
plished under NRC support at Lcwronce Livermore Nacional Labora-
tory (Ref. Kimura & Budnitz, 1967), is to perform a more in-
depth evaluation. The thrust is to identify and describe the
principal aspects of the current state-of-the-art PRA methodo-
logy, what aspects are more robust and therefore provide the most
reliable insights, what aspects are less robust and therefore
provide less reliable insights, and why.

The study will concentrate on the sub-methodologies and on how
these sub-methodologies are combined together to provide overall
PRA results and insights. There is guidance in the literature

; about how to perform a PRA for extreme winds, which should be
'

consulted for details (Ref. NRC, 1983; Brookhaven, 1985; Ravindra
& Banon, 1985; Lawrence Livermore, 1989).

V.C Descriotion of the Methodoloav

The overall methodology for probabilistic evaluation of extreme
winds consists of four sub-methodologies, which are combined
together. The four are:

o the wind hazard methodoloav, which determines the
frequency per year (Fw) of a wind storm large enough to
cause damage to equipment at the nuclear power plant. j

o the wind resoonse analysis, which determines the
probability (PcD), given a wind Storm large enough to
cause damage, that a core-damage accident will occur.
PcD is a conditional probability with values between 0
and 1. There are'two sub-methodologies involved here,

V-3
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the wind fraallity methodolony and the wind systems- ,

analysis methodolony,

o the wind consecuence or release analysis, which
determines the probability (Pa), given a core-damage
accident from extreme winds, that the accident will
evolve into a " radiological release" scenario. Pn is a
conditional probability,,and has different values for
different accident sequences.

We will use the following definitions, following the notation
used in Kimura and Budnitz for external flooding (Ref. Kimura &
Budnitz, 1987) --- here the parameter w is the windspeed:

frequency per year of a wind storm large enoughFw(w) =

to cause damage to the nuclear power plant, as
function of w;

probability as a function of wind speed w thatPen (w) =

a core-damage accident will occur;

probability, given a core-damage accident fromPa(w) =

extreme winds with wind speed w, that the
accident will evolve into a " radiological
release" scenario. Pn is usually different
from one accident sequence to the next.

We also define the following frequencies for reactor accidents:

frequency per year of an accident involvingFcD =

core damage;

frequency per year of an accident involving aFn =

significant release of radioactivity.

Clearly, Fen is obtained by an integration over windspeed of
Fw (w) times PcD(w) . Also, Fa is obtained by multiplying,
sequence-by-sequence, the value of FcD for a given sequence by Pa
for that sequence, and then summing over similar sequences
characterized by similar releases.

These multiplication operations are a simplification because they
assume that there is no correlation or coupling between the three
terms, Fw, Pco, and Pa. The absence of coupling may not always
be correct, although this simplification seems very reasonable,
and is the approximation made in all extreme-wind probabilistic
analyses in the literature.

No wind storm at any nuclear power plant has been sufficiently
damaging to cause serious safety problems. That is, the high
winds that have occurred have always been too small to cause a
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;l core-damage accident or even a "near miss" consisting of loss of

f@(
key safety functions. Therefore, experience alone is not

,

sufficient to provide information for the analysis discussed I
here.- All three of the quantities (Fw, P , and Pa) can only be j

h determinedfromcalculationsusinglimite[datacoupledwith )
N models of what might occur in extremely unlikely situations. |

,

'

In the next sub-sections, we will discuss and evaluate each of
the four sub-methodologies in turns the extreme-wind hazard i

methodology, the response methodology (including the fraallity I
analysis and the avstans analysis), and the conseguance or i
release analysis,

,

i :

J V.D Evaluation of the Extreme-Wind Hazard Sub-Methodoloav
y |

Descrietion of the Methodoloavt The wind hazard is usually
i expressed in terms of the frequency per year of exceedance of :

various wind speeds. This is typically given in the form of a i

family of " hazard curves" expressing differing levels of con--

f' fidence, such as a median hazard curve, a 10% curve, and 904 |
curve, and so on. The analyst should take care to account for

| the other characteristics of the wind hazard besides wind speed.
#- For tornadoes this would include path width, path length, trans-
4 lational tornado speed, vertical velocity, and the like. For
d hurricanes it would include duration, distribution of the central
y pressure drop, radius of the maximum winds, storm attenuation
7 across land, associated rain and flooding, and so on.
k
M The hazard curves for hurricanes, tornadoes, and extra-tropical
8 straight winds have different shapes. A stylized representation

j| for a given hypothetical site is shown in Figure V-1 (taken from
Ref. Kimura & Budnitz, 1987). Note that tornadoes produce the"

j highest wind speeds, albeit at the very lowest annual frequen-
,I cies.
3
7 There are several established methods for developing wind hazard
j curves, and they have been used in numerous PRAs. The data bases
f in the literature often require extrapolation for the specific
y site being studied, which means developing a model to incorporate
j site-specific information into a regional-scale model. While

this can usually be accomplished reasonably well, the various'

t models do have differences and uncertainties definitely remain an
/ issue.

f A detailed discussion of the various models will not be attempted
4 hers, since the literature on this subject is extensive and some
j recent NRC-sponsored summaries exist (Ref. Lawrence Livermore,
j 1989; Mcdonald, 1983; Coates & Murray, 1985; Kimura & Budnitz,
j 1987). Suffice it to point out that the analysis requires not
; only a model incorporating a regional data base on tornadoes or
|
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! hurricanes categorized by " size" (usually wind speed), but also a'

local site-strike model to account for topography and other site
aspects. Issues continue to exist on how to use the observa-
tional data base for tornadoes, since it is incompletet how to
categorise the tornadoes' damage potential; and how to determine
out their potential for picking up missiles. For hurricanes,
land-crossing attenuation relations must be used, and local heavy
precipitation issues need to be considered.
For these and a few other reasons, uncertainties continue to
exist in extreme-winds hazard analysis, especis11y whenevar it is
necessary to develop realistic hazard curves becauss a conserva-
tive or screening analysis is not adequate. However, the
methodologies involved are nature and reliable, having been used
for many years at a variety of sites by numerous practitioners.

Evaluation of the Methodoloavt Sometimes, conservatively biased
hazard curves can be successfully used in a scree.71ng analysis,
and this is appropriate if the screening step is sufficient to
eliminate the issue. However, it is often necessary to develop
realistic site-specific hazard curves. Although these hazard
curves can have significant uncertainties depending on the site
(factors up to about plus-or-minus one order of magnitude
uncertainty are not uncommon), the methodology is quite reliable
provided the analyst has appropriately accounted for the uncer-
tainties and captured them in the analysis.

V.E Evaluation of the Extreme-Wind Response Sub-Methodoloav

V.E.1 Introduction

The objective of the extreme-wind response nothodology is to
calculate, for various large wind storms, the quantity Pco, which
was defined in the introductory sub-section as the probability as
a function of wind speed that a core-damage accident will occur.

Peo is a conditional probability. It is clearly a function of
the type and size of the wind storm. Hence, the response
analysis proceeds by postulating wind storms of different types
and " sizes", and calculating the value of Pep for each such
" size", to develop a functional relationship.

There are two sub-methodologies involved here, the wind fraaility
methodolouv and the wind systems analysis.

A brief summary of the analyst's typical approach is as follows
(here the first two steps comprise the wind-fragility methodology
while the third step is the systems analysis):

V-6
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o First, for each wind " site" (usually, " site" is
characterised by wind speed but other aspects must be
considered, as discussed above), the probability of
damage to structures and equipment must be calculated.
The damage can occur from either the direct wind
forces, the negative pressures associated with the
winds, or missiles picked up by the wind that can
strike and damage structures and equipment. Sometimes,
water damage can occur from associated heavy rains.

o second, given damage to specific structures, the
analyst must figure out which safety-related equipment
may be damaged. Usually, the assumption is made that a
damaged structure implies damage and failure of all
equipment housed within it or dependent on it.

Third, given which equipment is damaged (typically witho
a probability distribution), the analyst must determine
which core-damage accident sequences may result. This
work is broadly similar to traditional PRA systems
analysis for internal initiators.

In the followinconsiderations.g two subsections, we will point out a few special

Migu2 Wind Fracility Methodoloav

Discussion and Evaluation of the Methodoloav: The winds of
interest have very high speeds, of the order of 80 to 130 mph
(miles per hour) or more for hurricanes and sometimes in excess
of 200 mph for tornadoes. Also, missiles picked up by the wind
(usually by tornadoes, less commonly by hurricanes) can harm
structures and equipment.

The methodology therefore has several parts, which will be
discussed and evaluated separately in the following individual
paragraphs:

1) Outside Esuiement and Weak Structurest Certain unprotected
equipment and some structures have so little wind-resistant
capacity that damage is almost inevitable given high enough .

'

winds. This category includes the electrical switchyard, small
exhaust stacks, unprotected wall and roof openings, outside
wiring and cabling, and the like. Also, some building features
can be vulnerable, such as a wall or roof with inadequate
strength or bracing. A thorough walkdown of the site is neces-
- sary so that the analyst can identify the vulnerable items, and
can assign them high (often 100%) likelihood of failure in the
wind storms of interest. The methodology for this aspect is
sound, and the results reliable.

V-7
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2) Well-Desianed Structurest The key structures, such as the
reactor building and auxiliary building, are usually well-
designed with a specific design basis traceable to one or another
design code. In these cases, the design basis can serve as a
starting point for the analysis of the wind speed, or tornado-
induced pressure drop, where failure might be expected.

one important point must be made up-front, as follows: There is
a consensus (Ref. Lawrence Livermore, 1989) that well-designed
buildings, such as those designed to the NRC's current standards
like the ANSI A58.1 standard, can be confidently screened out for
wind speeds with annual frequencies down to about lod / year. The
screening criteria have been documented recently (Ref. Lawrence
Livermore, 1989). To the extent that this is true, it vastly
simplifies the PRA analysis of wind-initiated accidents at
nuclear power plants.

There are several technical issues involved in this aspect of the
analysis, which apply for those structures that cannot be
screened out using the criteria referenced above |

o First, " failure" must be defined --- usually it would be
severe buckling or collapse that could compromise the safety
equipment within, or collapse that could fall onto and
damage important equipment. " Failure" usually does not
include r.inor structural damage. The decision about what
constitutes " failure" must be made by the structural analyst
on a case-by-case basis, with the advice of a competent
systems analyst, and considering tne specific safety
equipment and safety functions that would be vulnerable.
This aspect of the methodology is quite reliable and useful.
This is especially true if a conservative assignment of
" failure" is adequate. If the analysis requires a realistic
model of damage and failure, there will probably be larger
uncertainties in the judgments made here, although in
general the results should be reasonably reliable.
Second, even if they are not screened out earlier, someo structures will be screened out here up to quite high wind
speeds as adequately strong. If the required extrapolations
are within (or not too far above) the design basis wind
speed for the structure, this aspect can probably be done
well by competent engineers, and the results will be
reliable,

o Third, for some structures it will be necessary to do
specific analysis, to determine the " fragility curve"
representing the likelihood of failure as a function of wind
speed. Because the design codes have embedded conser-
vatisms, this involves, in essence, determining how much
margin actually exists above the design basis for the

.
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specific ~ structure. A realistic analysis must translate
wind speed (or in some cases pressure drop) into forces, and
nust correlate forces with structural capacities. It should
take into account responses beyond the elastic limit, and
may require extensive calculations, coupled with tie-ins to
test data that may exist for some configurations. This
analysis, although nature for many structures, is difficult
for some other configurations, and there can sometimes be
large uncertainties in the numerical results. Despite these
occasional problaas, developing fragility curves vs. wind
speed for structures in extreme wind loadings is probably a
more robust discipline than the same analysis problem for
large earthquakes, and the results can usually be considered
quite reliable.

3) Eauinment Within Structures! Most safety equipment is
located inside buildings. For this equipment, it is necessary to
figure out the circumstances under which structural " failure"
would result in equipment " failure", meaning equipment unable to
perform its safety function.

Even when the definition of structural " failure" has been
carefully selected, the usual assumption made here is that
building " failure" implies failure of all equipment within --- or
at least of all equipment tied into whatever part of the struc-
'ture is analyzed as "failing". This can be a hiahly conservative
assumption in some cases. If it is necessary to do ! itter, the
analyst can examine the mode of ctructural failure (rull or
partial) and the location of individual equipment items to
ascertain whether they will actually fail given structural
failure. This aspect of the methodology can be quite reliable if
the expert judgments are competent.

4) Tornado Missiles: Fortunately, the few PRAs that have
addressed tornado missiles have found them not to be an important
contributor. However, the potential for damage must still be
addressed for each individual site.

There are two issues with tornado missiles. First is the
question of the " missile spectrum". Second is an assessment of
the damage that they might cause.

The subject of the missile spectrum (how many missiles of which
types might be picked up, and their velocities) is difficult, in
that there is a very wide variability in tornado-missile spectra
from real tornadoes. The NRC's design requirements call for con-
sideration of a standard set of tornado missiles, which set is
usually used as a starting point in PRA analysis. If a given
structure has been designed for this spectrum of missiles, that
fact can be an acceptable basis for screening out the structure.

The damage-analysis eroblem arises for structures not so de-
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signed, or for unprotected outside equipment. First, a thorough
analysis can determine the site-specific missile spectrum by
surveying the site -- the results are used as input to the damage
analysis (Ref. Twisdale, 1988). Often, a conservative missile
spectrum will be adequate for screening purposes.
If conservative screening is not adequate, the analyst can fall
back on a resource-intensive study of a variety of classes of
missiles and their damage potentials for specific structures or
outside equipment. Missiles can penetrate, cause local spalling,
or create an overall dynamic load, depending on the nissile type,
the object struck, and how the object is struck. The methodology
exists and has been exercised in a few cases, but is by no means
commonly done (Ref. Twisdale, 1988). This methodology should be
quite reliable if care is taken.

V.E.3 Wind' Systems Analysis

As mentioned above, the objective of the extreme-vind response
methodology is to calculate, for various large wind storms, the
probability of core damage, Peo, which has previously been
defined as the probability, glven a wind storm large enough to
cause more than minimal damage, that a core-damage accident will
occur.

Discussion of the Methodoloavt The systems-analysis work is very
similar in broad outline to ordinary PRA systems analysis. It
uses the same tools and types of data, and the same way of
setting up the analysis and solving it numerically. The follow-
ing paragraphs will point out a few special considerations. !

,

The analyst typically begins with the results of the wind
fragility analysis, which will have determined which structures
and equipment have suffered damage from the extreme wind (as a
function of wind speed, etc.). The systems analyst must then
take into account issues such as the randon (non-wind-caused)
likelihood that other vital equipment might be out-of-service due
to testing, maintenance, operator error, or failure; the warning
time that can enable plant staff to secure certain equipment and
to place the plant in a safer stater and the ability of operators
to recover certain wind-damaged or failed equipment, or to
replace it with substitutes, or to find another way to accomplish
the needed function.

There are two special issues to discuss here: warnina time and
correlated failures.

Sometimes, warning times may be long enough that the plant can be
confidently assumed to be shut down (hot or cold shutdown), so
that only maintaining the shutdown state need be considered.
This is especially likely to be true for hurricanes, less likely
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for tornadoes that can sometimes strike with little or no
warning. There may also be the possibility that certain antici-
patory actions can effectively prevent or aitigate the undesired
damage. If this is the case (for example, when a hurricane
strikes after more than, say, 24 hours' warning), the analysis is
much simplified.

The problem of analysing correlations among wind-induced failures
can be difficult. Usually, the assumption of complete correla-
tion for nearby equipment is madet for example, if a structure
collapses the analyst usually assumes that all items of safety
equipment within or dependent on the structure will be damaged
and will all fail to perform their safety functions. A detailed
numerical analysis of this issue that goes beyond this simplified
assumption, while feasible is principle, is probably very
difficult to accomplish in practice, and has therefore never been
attempted in any PRA.

The systems analysis requires developing one or more accident
sequence event trees, that include the various equipment needed
for safe shutdown, possible operator prevention and recovery
actions, and the like. The success-or-failure numerical values
on the event-tree branch points are then worked out using either
data or fault trees. If we assume that the analyst has access to
a completed internal-initiators PRA, then direct use can be made
of such vital information as the emergency procedures and the
support-system matrix. (Support systems such as AC power,
instrument air, service water, and so on support the vital front-
line equipment.) Otherwise, the analyst must develop this
information anew.

The outcome of the systems analysis is the numerical value of Pep
(actually, a Pep density function that captures uncertainties)
for each of several (usually discrete) wind speeds of interest.

Evaluation of the Methodoloav: As mentioned briefly above, the
wind systems sub-methodology is, in its basic outline, a variant
of the type of systems analysis that is now a well-developed,
nature PRA discipline. While certain issues must be specially
treated, every aspect of the methodology is fully within the
routine capability of PRA analysts. Therefore, we conclude that
any competent PRA systems analyst can perform this work, with no
special training and only the minimal guidance that is readily
available and easily learned.

,
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V.F Evaluation of the Extrane-Wind conmemuence/ Release
Sub-Methodology

Dimeussion of the Methodoloavt The objective of the extreme-wind
consequence / release methodology is to calculate, for various wind
storm " sizes" associated with various probabilities of core
damage (Pen), the probability Pg. Pm was defined in the intro-
ductory s@-section as follows:

probability, given a core-damage accident fromPa =

extreme winds, that the accident will evolve into
a " radiological release" scenario.

Pa is a conditional probability. It usually differs from one
core-damage accident sequence to the next. Each sequence
requires separate treatment, depending on which items of safety
equipment have been damaged by the wind storm, which other
equipment has failed from other causes, which operator actions
have contributed to the damage or mitigated the situation, and so
on. Pa also obviously depends on how phenomena develop both
within the primary system and in containment after core damage
begins; how ex-plant radiological dispersion phenomena develop;
and how sheltering and evacuation are accomplished.

It is important that the analysis team consider a few special
issues, such as the possibility that the external wind storm j
(especially if associated with other natural phenomena such as i

enormous rainfall) may affect containment integrity, either for
the structure itself or, more likely, for the penetrations or
other ways in which integrity can be compromised. ,

Also, if-the wind storm has caused extensive damage offsite, such
as to roads and bridges, or widespread flooding, the effect of
this damage on emergency evacuation must be assessed.

Evaluation of the Methodoloavt The consequence / release methodo-
logy is, in its basic outline, a variant of the type of level-2
and level-3 analysis that is now a well-developed, nature PRA
discipline. The methods and data used are similar or identical,
including the use of containment event trees (or accident-
progression event trees, as they are now often called) and
of fsite consequence analysis codes. While a few issues must be
specially treated, we conclude that any competent PRA level-
2/ level-3 analysis team can perform this work, with no special
training. ;

Unfortunately, the existence of a workable methodology does not
guarantee its successful execution. Specifically, because some
of the special issues --- such as offsite damage and its effect !

on evacuation --- are difficult and highly uncertain, the I

reliability-and usefulness of the results can be significantly
compromised. This is not a fault of the methodology per se, but
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rather a potential for the analyst to be incomplete in developing
all of the issues fully.

For this reason, it is quite important that the consequen-
ces/ release analysis be reviewed to assure that its scope of
coverage is adequate, and that no important issues are omitted or
given only abbreviated treatment.

V.G Evaluation of the " Bottom-Line" Results for Core-Danace
Freauency and Offsite Risk, and the Kev Risk Insichts

As the discussion above has indicated, the numerical uncertain-
ties in the bottom-line results can be large (plus-or-minus an
order of magnitude would not be uncommon) . This is due in part
to limitations on the accuracy of realistic wind hazard esti-
mates, and in part to uncertainties in realistically calculating
fragilities for structures, if it is found necessary to do so
because a bounding approach isn't adequate.

The principal engineering insights depend in part on the numeri-
cal " bottom-line" results but usually D21 in a major way. These
insights involve the identification of specific structures that
may be vulnerable to extreme-wind-caused damage, and of configu-
rations of safety systems and functions that, taken together,
might lead to a core-damage accident. The configurations of
interest can include contributions from non-wind-related failures
and human errors, which can be identified using the full power of
the PRA approach to do an integrated analysis.

Despite the numerically large uncertainties in the " bottom-line"
numbers, these uncertainties should generally not invalidate the
key insights concerning potential wind-related vulnerabilities.
Conversely, if no vulnerabilities are identified and the plant is
judged to be well designed againct wind-initiated accidents, this
conclusion should be quite robust despite the numerical uncer-
tainties in the botton-line numbers.

V - 13
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VI. TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS

VI.A Summarv Evaluatlan

la this settloa, we will discuss the asefelmess and limitations of
transportation accident PRA. The transportatlos modes that we
will cover are:

o avlailes (commercial / general / military)
e marine (ship / barge)
o pipellae (gas /oll)
o rallroad
a truck.

Hazards from transportatics arcidents lacludet

o direct collisloss with plant structures (marine and avlation)
o explosions and fire releases
o basardous material releases (e.g. chlorine)

These accidents can cause (1) structural damage, (2) direct critical
equipaient damage or (3) lajury or death to control room operators
or other easite personnel.

1) How reliable is the methodolony for deteralmine the f altlatine

event treauenev? As with other external event PRA analyses, the
reliability of the methodology depends upon the quality of the data
for the initiating event frequency.

Accident frequency data for rallroads, general avlation and i

commercial avlatlos are good. Federal agencies tabulate accident
data and operating data on a relatively consistent basis and it is
possible to make comparisons of accident and operating data on a
yearly basis.

For pipellae operations, military avlation, and ship / barge traffic,
current reliable data have yet to be found. Up to-date accident
frequency leformatlos does not exist for truck accidents. Federal
agencies no longer collect the desired data. State agencies do
collect data but cover only a limited portlos of the total fleet
population, and ladustry data searces are usually not compiled on a
year by year basis.

It is important to note that the data must be collected in terms of
the number of hasardous shipments with leformation includlag
vehicle speed, type, weight, and type and amount of basardous

VI . I
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material belas transported. Another important pelat is that the
generic _ accident data might have to be modified to allow for
possible site specific factors such as terrals, road and weather
conditions near the plant.

;)- Haw reliable la the methadataev for maaktme commaamence
calcalattama? As with other external-event PRA analyses, the
taltiatlag event frequency serves as as laltlal screenlag value to
place an upper bound value on the risk. If this frequency is

suffielently low, then the entire category can be screened out and
so further analysis is necessary.

If it is not screened out, then an analysis of plant responses should
be done. This lavolves calculatlos of the probability of the
hasardous maternal detonatlas, catchlag fire, diffuslag to the plant
site, forclag the plant operators to evacuate or isolate the control
room, or damagles plant equipment. Any of these would result la a
transleat event, usually by precipitatlag a reactor scraen.

In limited cases, these calculations have been made. Chelapatl,
Kennedy and Wall (1972) have calculated the probability of
penetration of a reinforced concrete wall as a function of plant
location and concrete thickness for airplane crashes. In the
Waterford 3 SER (1981), it was calculated that a denotation of a
300,000 barrel gasoline tanker would produce at the plant a peak
reflected overpressure of 2.7 pst. The SER concluded that this was
an acceptable overpressure for the safety telated buildlags.

3) How reliable la the overall methodolaev? Many plaats dismiss
the risk due to transportation accidents on the basis of a low
lattiating event frequency. However, for most plaats, traffic
deastty has lacreased over the years which anskes recalculattom of
accident frequency necessary. There are a few plants that are at 1

potential risk from as accident mode besides airplanes. (All plaats
have the possibility of airplane crashes.) For these plants,
probabilistic analysis of the plant's response to a searby'transpor-
tation accident should be considered if the accident frequency is
too high, such as above about 1 x 10'8 per year as suggested by
Klasurs & Budalta (1987).

To date, a formal probabilistic plant response methodology for
transportatlos accidents has not been developed. Upper bound
assessments ces be made only la terms of the lattiattag event
frequency with the possibility of the inclusion of mitigatloa, such
as isolatlag. the control room or uslag an effective means of
detecting natural gas leaklag from a pipeline (see the Indian Polat
PR A, 1983). Of course, la measy cases these assessments will be
fully adequate.

,
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VI.B Introduction ~~- A List of Potential Hazards

A_ ranking of- the potential hazards from transportation accider.ts,
taken from Kimura & Budnitz (1987), is presented in Table VI.1.
This ranking was based on factors that determine the magnitude
of the hazard.such as (1) the amount of energy released in an
explosion or fire or (2) the amount of toxic material released.
These factors include:

o amount'of hazardous material carried by each transpor-
tation mode shipment

o speed of each transportation mode
1

o mode vehicle weight

o transportation mode route distance te the plant.

" Direct collisions" are considered to be actual collisions by
vehicles with-plant structures within the exclusion area. Since
pipelines cannot move, direct collisions do not apply. Acci- i

dents "near" the plant are considered to be transportation
accidents outside the plant exclusion area but within five miles
of the reactor containment. (According to the NRC Standard
Review Plan, a transportation accident within a 5-mile plant
radius is considered to be at least a potential hazard.)
" Minor hazards" in Table VI.1 are dismissed from further consi-
'deration. ' Medium hazards", according to Kimura and Budnitz
(1987), nii' need investigation, while " major hazards" definitely
need further investigation from a risk assessment viewpoint.

.

!

|

VI.C Transoortation Fault Tree

Figure VI-1 ils a top level fault tree (also referred to as a
master logic ~ diagram). Figure VI-1 has six sheets. The fault
tree. serves as a focusing tool for the important events to be
identified in transportation risk analysis. There-are 60 and
events (i.e. , ' basic events) in this fault tree. This means thav.
frequencies / conditional probabilities would have to be obtained
for 60 events if this fault tree is to be quantified.

-These events are labeled El through E60. The transportation mode
is indicated for each initiating event. Sheet 1 depicts the
three generic ways by which a core melt accident can develop:

o direct vehicle impact (within exclusion area)

o direct vehicle impact with hazardous cargo aboard
(within exclusion area)

VI - 3
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o- vehicle accident within plant vicinity with
hazardous cargo aboard (outside exclusion area but
inside a five-mile plant radius).

A direct vehicle impact means- an accident within the exclusion
area of the plant. An accident within the plant vicinity means
an. accident outside the exclusion area but within the five mile
radius of the plant.

Sheet 1 of-the fault tree shows that direct vehicle impact can be
caused, for example, by airplane crashes or by barge / ship
collisions-with an intake structure (event E1).- The conditional
probability of major structural damage given direct impact (event
E2) is needed for fault tree quantification.
Sheets 2 and 3 depict the possible events that can occur by 1

direct vehicle impact with hazardous cargo on board. A hazardous
cargo is any cargo which can detonate, burn, burn and release
fumes / smoke, or release toxic vapors / gas. This includes (1)
-solid material such as dynamite or explosives, (2) liquids such
as petroleum products, or (3) gas such as chlorine. The two
transportation modes considered in this case are marine and
aviation, since both can hit the plant directly with fuel on
board. (In addition, barges / ships can carry other hazardous
cargo as described above.) .

1

Sheet 2 describes the potential explosion or fire that can occur
with a direct vehicle impact. Events E3 &HD E4, and E7 &HD E8
represent accident-initiating events. Events E5, E6, E9 und E10
represent conditions and responses that are necessary for plant
damage to occur.

i

Sheet 3 describes the possible injury modes for the operators or i

iother oncita personnel:

trauma from falling objects, shrapnel from explosionso
4

o burns due to fires or explosions

asphyxiation due to fires / explosions (oxygen denial,o ,

'

smoke)
!

poisoning due to toxic gas. jo
!

.

Mitigation measures against toxic gas poisoning include control
room isolation.

Sheets 4, 5 and-6 describe transportation accidents that can
occur within the plant vicinity. These are similar in develop-
ment to sheets 2 and 3 with the following exc'ptions:e

o aircraft carry little or no toxic material on board, so

VI - 4
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i'~ 11f the aircraft does not hit the plant, it is assumed.
that there is no plant hazard

o flammable solid materials, unlike flammable liquids or
gases, cannot drift toward the plant before. detonation

o- flame fronts or shock waves can be generated at various
distances from the plant depending upon the location of
the accident and cloud drifts the conditional probabi-
lity of plant damage must be ca3culated, given that ^

these flame fronts or shocks waves are generated at a y

specified distance.

o there is more time for operator mitigation, such as
control room isolation,-for events' involving toxic gas i

release or smoke /fuma release from fires, j

VI.D Accident Frecuencies Near the Site

As described in the previous section, the frequency of transpor-
tation accidents near the plant site must be calculated in order i

to. quantify the fault trees shown on sheets 4, 5 and 6 of Figure
VI.l.

Generally, accident rates are tabulated in terms of vehicle-
miles. In order to determine the frequency of transportation
accidents near the plant site, the number of vehicle-miles per- !
_ year DAAr the plant must be determined. As described above, an '

area of radius 5 miles is used. !

Next, the length of the' transportation route within the 5 mile
-radius'aust be calculated. As shown in Figure VI.2, the offset
distance D aust be known. The vehicle hazard distance L is
defined by the~ distance that is traveled by vehicles which are a

'

potential: hazard to the plant and are within 5 miles of the plant,
site. If the offset distance D of a transportation route is-
zero, then the' vehicle hazard distance is-10 miles because the ;

transportation route goes through the: plant site and all vehicles
'

'that travel on that route within 5 miles of the plant must be !

considered a. hazard.

As shown on Figure VI.2, the expression for the vehicle hazard
1

distance L is given by:

4 x D )1/28L = (100 - ,

4
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once the vehicle hazard distance for a transportation route near
Lthe site has been determined, then the number of vehicles that
~ travel that route per year must be determined. The number of
vehicle miles is then

No. of shipments / year.Vehicle Miles / Year L- x=

. Finally, the frequency of transportation accidents within five
miles of a plant site is then: ,

i
-

Transportation vehicle Miles vehicle
x Accidentper year withinAccidents per =

i

year within 5 5 miles of site Rate
miles of site

The vehicle accident rate data must be obtained for each I

transportation mode.

|*

!
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TABLE VI.1

-(From Kimura and Budnitz,1987) -

POTENTIAL HAZARDS FROM TRANSPORTATION
ACCIDENTS TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

1

Accidents within ' Accidents Outside of
Plant Exclusion Area Exclusion Area But

Within Five Miles of
Reactor Containment (s)

-Transportation Direct Explosion, Hazardous Explosion, Hazardous

' Mode Collision Fire Material Fire Material
with Plant' Release Release

Structures

|

Aviation Major Major Minor Minor Minor !

Marine Major Major Major . Major Major

Pipeline N . A .' Major Major Major Major '

Railroad . Minor Major Major Major Major

Truck Minor Medium Medium Medium ' Medium |
.

i

Not ' ApplicableN.A. 4=

Not Investigated Further |Minor =

May Need To Be Investigated FurtherMedium =

Should Be Investigated Further- Major - =

.

.i

.
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